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Welcome to the October 2015 BAVS Newsletter,
bringing you all the latest news, events and
publications from BAVS members – including the
conference report from the BAVS 2015 Conference,
superbly organised by Rosemary Mitchell at Leeds
Trinity University in August.
In addition, you’ll find a number of publishers’
discounts exclusively for BAVS members, including
from Palgrave Macmillan and Ashgate. Please see
recent publications for details.
We’ve had a few more changes to the Executive
Committee over the summer. Former treasurer
Lucinda Matthews-Jones is replaced by Vicky
Holmes; many thanks are due to Lucie for all her
hard work in the role. Secondly, on behalf of all
BAVS members, a massive thank you must go to
our outgoing President Rohan McWilliam. Rohan’s
tireless dedication to BAVS, support for members
of all career stages and never-failing friendliness
have made him an inspirational leader. We’re
looking forward to working with our new
President, Hilary Fraser, who will be taking BAVS
forward in exciting ways over the next few years.
As ever, if you have any announcements you’d like
to be included in the next Newsletter, please e-mail
me at BAVSNews@gmail.com.
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Happy reading!
Joanna Taylor (Newsletter Editor)
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Upcoming Events
The

Bishopsgate

Institute

and

stories. We will read two of these, ‘The

Library
Explore areas of London's past and
present in a collection of walking tours
and history courses. Our extensive
archive

number of supernatural and horror

of

London

books,

maps,

documents and ephemera as well as the
expertise of our tutors provide a unique
learning resource that brings the history
of London to life. For more information,
please call 020 7392 9200, or see
www.bishopsgate.org.uk/Courses.

Three Drugs’ (1908) and ‘The Five
Senses’ (1909), which explore ‘dreadful
researches which tend to merge the
chemist and biologist in the alchemist
and

the

magician’

(‘Five

Senses’).

Ambitious scientists seek access to new
and

dangerous

chemical

knowledge

through

self-experimentation,

with

terrible results. Theoretically perfect,
their experiments are hampered by the
fallibility of human bodies and minds.

Our first chief librarian Ronald Heaton

We

(born 1867) is sharing his experiences

instrumental role of a medium’s body in

on Twitter. Follow @ronaldheaton as he

the

tweets live to hear accounts from his

laboratory

term as Bishopsgate Institute Librarian

questions of how laboratories and

between

1894

and

1897.

The Pseudo/Sciences of the Long
Nineteenth Century Research Group,
Newcastle University: Edith Nesbit’s
Dreadful Researches
Wednesday 28 October 2015, 6.00pm7.30pm, Lit and Phil Library, Westgate
Road, Newcastle upon Tyne
Edith Nesbit is best known for her
children’s stories (Five Children and It,
The Railway Children), but also wrote a
2

will

also

séance

is

consider
translated

setting,

and

how
into

the
a

related

séances worked to construct gender

Please see here for the full programme.

identities.
Dr. Emily Alder, Lecturer in Literature

North West Print Culture Network

and

Launch event: Illustration

Culture

at

Edinburgh

Napier

University, will lead the meeting.
The

Nesbit

short

stories and

Edge Hill University, 1:30-6pm,
Keir

Wednesday 28 October 2015

Waddington, 'More Like Cooking than

Scholars working on print culture in its

Science: Narrating the Inside of the

various forms are invited to attend the

British

1880-

launch of the North West Print Culture

and

Network, jointly hosted by Edge Hill

Science, 3.1 (2010), 50-70, will be

University and Liverpool John Moores

posted

University. The event will be themed

at scienceandpseudoscience.wordpress.

around illustration and will feature talks

com where further information can be

and a workshop on ‘Reading Victorian

found about the research group.

Periodical Illustration’.

Everyone

Attendance is free: please book your

Medical

1914', Journal

Laboratory,
of

Literature

welcome,

refreshments

available.

place

VIII International CUSVE Conference:
Victorian

and

Neo-Victorian

by

e-mailing

Dr

Minna

Vuohelainen by 14 October, 2015:
minna.vuohelainen@edgehill.ac.uk.

Aesthetics: texts, theories, and the
paths of imagination

Wonderday, Christ Church, Oxford

Università degli Studi G. d’Annunzio di

Presented in partnership with The Story

Chieti-Pescara, Italy, Dipartimento di

Museum

Scienze

Filosofiche, Pedagogiche ed

Economico-Quantitative,
di

Lettere,

Arti

e

Dipartimento

Scienze

Sociali

C.U.S.V.E.: Centro Universitario di Studi
Vittoriani

e

22-23 October 2015

Edoardiani

This November, we invite you to take
part in a very special study day
celebrating

150

years

since

the

publication of Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. Whether you are curious
to discover more about Alice, interested
in the latest research or keen to explore

3

Christ Church and its associations with

International conference: Artist and

the tales, this unique programme of

Empire: New Dynamics, 1790 to the

talks and tours has plenty to offer. To

present day

find out more or make a booking please

Tate Britain, Clore Auditorium, 24-26

contact Helen Camunas-Lopez on email:

November 2015

helen.camunas-lopez@chch.ox.ac.uk or
tel: 01865 286998 or visit the Christ
Church website at www.chch.ox.ac.uk.

We are pleased to announce that Tate is
holding

a

major

conference

in

collaboration with Birkbeck, University

Tickets: £35 (without lunch); £48

of London and Culture at King’s College

(including lunch in Hall)

London, to mark the opening of the
exhibition ‘Artist and Empire’. Scholars,
curators and artists from around Britain
and the world will consider art created
under the conditions of the British
Empire, its aftermath, and its future in
museum

and

gallery

displays.

Scholarship has expanded over the last
two decades across a span of disciplines
and locations. This conference takes the
historic opportunity of the exhibition,
featuring

diverse

artists

from

the

sixteenth century to the present day, to
bring together people to meet and share
the latest research being developed
around

this

subject.

The

papers,

roundtables and audience discussions
will

consider

the

cosmopolitan

character of objects and images, and the
way

geographical,

cultural

and

chronological dislocations have in many
instances

obscured,

changed

or

suppressed their history, significance
4

and aesthetics. We will also explore how

supported by Culture at King’s College

approaches

art,

London, The Paul Mellon Centre for

archives, curation and collecting can

Studies in British Art, Birkbeck School of

help develop new ways to look at them

Arts,

now.

Victorian Studies, The Association of Art

to

contemporary

The

British

Association

of

Historians, Creative Victoria and the
24 November – Exhibition Preview and

Australia Council for the Arts. ‘Parallel

Keynote

Perspectives:

Lecture

Curating

in

London’s

25 November, Day One – Artist &

transnational contexts’ is a Culture at

Empire: The Long Nineteenth Century

King’s

26 November, Day Two – Artist &

collaboration with the British Library,

Empire: Curating in a Transnational

Tate

College

London

and

V&A

project

in

Museum.

Context
Conference tickets are available for

The

purchase

Network:

at

www.tate.org.uk/whats-

Northern

Nineteenth-Century
Nineteenth-Century

on/tate-britain/conference/artist-and-

Tyrannies

empire-new-dynamics

University of Hull, 28 October 2015,

For further information please contact
the conference administrator, Jessica
Knights, at jessica.knights@tate.org.uk
We are also putting out a call for posters
from early career academics to be
displayed at the conference. If you are
interested in being included, please

12.00-6.00pm
Keynote Speaker: Dr Andrew Smith,
University of Sheffield
‘Nineteenth-Century Tyrannies’ is a
symposium to be held at the University
of Hull in the Northern NineteenthCentury Network research event series.

submit a 200 word proposal to the

The

conference administrator at the email

Network

address above.

collaborative

Artist and Empire: New Dynamics is
convened by Tate, Birkbeck and Culture
at

King’s

conference
5

College
has

London.

been

The

generously

Northern

scholars

is
in

Nineteenth-Century
an

inclusive

venture
the

and

founded

by

Universities

of

Huddersfield; Hull (The Centre for
Nineteenth Century Studies); Leeds
Trinity (The Leeds Centre for Victorian

Studies); and Cergy-Pontoise, in North-

about

West Paris. More information on the

backstage shenanigans in an era that

network

brought entertainment to the masses.

is

available

here.

cross-dressing

actors

and

Saturday 5 December, 11:00–12:30
Brunchtime lectures at Kensington

‘Victoriana: Drinking and Dining -

Palace

Sherry, spice and all things nice!’ -

£15 / £12 (HRP Members) - includes a

Discover

glass of Bucks Fizz and palace entry

delicacies, treats and the impact of

Multi-buy offer - book 3 talks for £33 or

Empire on trade, taste and trends with

5 for £50 by calling 0844 442 7777

Historic Royal Palaces’ food historian

(T&Cs

see

Marc Meltonville. You’ll hear how Queen

for

Victorian influenced our tastebuds and

apply

www.hrp.org.uk/learning/adults

more

about

Victorian

how royal dining differed from the

more information)
‘Victoriana: The Great Exhibition and
Steampunk’ - Can you imagine what the

average family table.

Saturday 16

January 2016, 11:00–12:30

world would be like if The Great

‘Victoriana: Science and Séance’ - The

Exhibition of 1851 had never finished?

Victorian era is celebrated as birth of

Join John Naylor, Chair of The Victorian

the modern world. Whilst scientific

Steampunk Society for a look at the

advances, including Charles Darwin’s

enduring creativity of Steampunk which

theory of evolution, revealed the secrets

incorporates

of the natural world, at the same time,

etiquette,

Victorian

innovation,

values

of

philanthropy,

Britain

was

also

fascinated

by

fashion, and global communication into

spiritualism, séances, gothic fiction and

a

sensationalist serialisations. Discover

contemporary

social

movement.

Saturday 7 November, 11:00–12:30
‘Victoriana: Panto and Performance’ He’s behind you! Find out more about
the world of Victorian pantomime,
music hall, theatre and performance

how science, religion, fanaticism and the
supernatural co-existed and what this
meant for morality, beliefs and culture
in

Victorian

society.

Saturday

13

February, 11:00–12:30

with Creative Director of Past Pleasures

‘Victoriana:

Ltd., Kate Howard, to find out more

Suffragettes’ - Which feminine and

6

Scullery

maids

and

masculine ideas were popularised and

of the century. This was a fluid and

upheld by Queen Victoria? How did

formative era, when disparate writers

women’s rights develop and influence

were brought together by common

government policy, literature and moral

interests or provisional groupings, even

codes of conduct during the Victorian

if aesthetic or political questions were to

age. Saturday 5 March, 11:00–12:30

drive them apart in subsequent decades.
A particular focus will be interlinked

Fin-de-Siècle

Echoes,

KCL

12 December 2015

social

circles

within

fin-de-siècle

London, and the present need to
complicate and blur categoric labels

On 12 December 2015, the Department

such as

of

an

‘imperialist’. Our keynote speaker will

international conference themed around

be Professor Ronald Schuchard (Emory

strange collaborations and unexpected

University),

patterns of literary influence at the turn

Minstrels: Yeats and the Revival of the

English

at

KCL

will

host

‘aesthetic’, ‘decadent’

author

of

The

and

Last

Bardic Arts.
Attendance is free. If you would like to
attend,

please

fdsechoes@gmail.com.

email
Even

if

you

cannot attend the conference, please
feel free to get in touch with Dr Alex
Bubb (alexander.bubb@kcl.ac.uk) for
further

7

discussion.

information,

and

programme,

please

For
the

further
conference

click

here.

Resources
Encyclopaedia of Victorian Literature

around

the

world,

including

General Editors: Dino Franco Felluga

Patrick

Brantlinger,

Regenia

Purdue University, USA

Gagnier,

Catherine

Associate Editors: Pamela K. Gilbert &

Kate Flint, and Herbert F. Tucker

Linda K. Hughes Texas Christian



Features

in-depth

Gallagher,
omnibus

University, USA; University of Florida,

entries exploring major topics,

USA

including the novel, plays, poetry,
and global Victorian studies,

The Encyclopedia of Victorian Literature
is

a

comprehensive,

alongside succinct entries on

scholarly,

themes such as cosmopolitanism,

authoritative, and critical overview of
literature

and

theory

journalism, race, sexuality, and

comprising

individual titles covering key literary
genres, periods, and sub-disciplines.

reading


this literary era on countries and

Available both in print and online, this
ground-breaking

resource

continents

provides

and literary studies.

Comprises

over

330

cross-

1,000 to 7,000 words, arranged



Combines accessibility with an

offer an indispensable resource
to the current state and future
directions of Victorian literature

in A-Z format

Available online or as a four-volume

Brings together an impressive

print set.

team

of

established

and

emerging literary scholars from

8

Africa, China, and the Caribbean

and authoritative scholarship to

referenced entries ranging from



Australia,

unmatched breadth of coverage

Key Features:


from

Afghanistan, and the Arctic, to

students, teachers, and researchers with
cutting-edge scholarship in literature

Explores the global influence of

Users can search across the whole range

Illustration Archive
We are pleased to announce the launch
of

the

Illustration

Archive:

illustrationarchive.cf.ac.uk.

illustrations from the British Library’s
collections, taken from around 68,000
works of literature, history, geography
and philosophy. The images span the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth
covering

reproductive

a

techniques

variety

9

and sharing their own collections of

The archive contains a wealth of images
from the nineteenth century and plenty
of illustrations of Victorian texts (and
their authors!) so we encourage BAVS
members to take a look at the site.

of

For more information, see our blog

(including

(lostvisions.weebly.com/blog) or follow

etching, wood engraving, lithography
and photography).

online exhibitions, as well as creating
images from the archive.

The archive contains over a million book

century,

of illustrations and can view and curate

us

on

Twitter

@Lost_Visions.

Discover Wordsworth in free online

online

course

academic

Have

you

ever

wondered

how

Wordsworth came to write his poetry
and what inspired him?

course

University

brings

strengths
with

together
of

the

the

Lancaster
unparalleled

resources and curatorial expertise of the
Wordsworth Trust. The course will
enable participants to appreciate why

Lancaster University is launching a new

the beautiful landscape of the Lake

online

the

District was so important for William

influence of the Lake District on William

Wordsworth. It will also give learners a

Wordsworth and the writing process

sense of what it is like to work with

behind some of his best-known poetry.

Wordsworth’s own manuscripts and to

The

understand why and how he wrote his

course

MOOC

which

(Massive

explores

Open

Online

Course) is now open for registration on
FutureLearn, which provides free online
courses from world-class universities.
The

course

‘William

Wordsworth:

Poetry, People and Place’ has been
designed for the general public – both
for those who haven’t read Wordsworth
before, and for those who are familiar
with his poetry.
Professor Simon Bainbridge, who is
leading the course, said: ‘This free

10

greatest poetry.’
The course was filmed in Grasmere,
Ullswater and Hawkshead – places
Wordsworth wrote about – as well as
Dove Cottage, where he lived from 1799
to 1808 and produced much of his
greatest poetry. The MOOC has been
produced

in

association

Wordsworth Trust, Grasmere.

with

the

Conference Reports
BAVS is committed to supporting the activities of members, including conferences and
events. Below are some of the recent events which have benefitted from BAVS Funding. For
more information on BAVS events funding, please e-mail Amelia Yeates (BAVS Funding
Officer: yeatesa@hope.ac.uk) or go to: bavs.ac.uk/funding.
Military Masculinities in the Long

The conference theme offered a broad

Nineteenth Century

scope for exploration, however, and

University of Hull, 20–21 May 2015

research ventured beyond the man in
uniform. Many papers approached the

Day One

question of military masculinities in the

The foundation of this conference lay in

context of their cultural legacy and

research exploring ideas about the

appropriation into the national memory

nature and attributes of the military

and psyche during the nineteenth

man and his place in nineteenth-century

century. This was examined on day one

society and culture. This theme opened

through a panel exploring military

the stage to a range of scholars of the

themes

period

popular

from

various

disciplines

in

Napoleonic

music

to

song,

opera.

from
Papers

including, but not limited to history,

discussed how music played a role in

literary studies and art history. Papers

instilling a sense of patriotism and

on the first day explored themes

adhesion to the ethos of the military

including the draw of military life for

man, from the humble Jack Tar to

the bachelor and the cost of military

Nelson himself. The civilian relationship

service to the men who served and to

with the qualities of the soldier and

their families. Other papers discussed

sailor more broadly was also considered

the presence of alcohol dependency and

and in particular the moral lessons

erratic or violent behaviour in veterans,

derived from the military through

as described in military memoirs or in

juvenile

fictional presentations of war. Papers

literature.

also tackled the impact of war trauma
on the soldier and his world.

11

and

imperialist

adventure

The first day was rounded off by Dr
James

Davey’s

(National

Maritime

Museum Greenwich) talk on the public
role and place of academic research. As
well as some fascinating insights into
the work, and indeed challenges, faced
by the NMM in delivering their displays
to

diverse

audiences,

Dr

Davey

highlighted for the conference the value
of academic research in enriching the
public museum.
By Edward Gosling (University of
Plymouth)
Day Two
The second day held a still wider range
of fascinating and thought-provoking
The keynote and evening address were

presentations, beginning with parallel

the highlights of the first day. Dr Holly

panels on ‘The Man Behind the Uniform’

Furneaux’s (University of Leicester)

and ‘The Military, Medicine and Science.’

keynote

the

The emerging theme of homosociality in

preceding panels as she examined the

the navy, following the previous day’s

‘military man of feeling’ and the conflict

live rendition of Napoleonic song,

of brutality and care in war. Dr

continued with Elise Smith’s paper,

Furneaux

emotional

which discussed the physical fitness,

implications of tending to wounded

class, reputation, behaviour, discipline

soldiers

the

and drunkenness of sailors from 1840-

expectations of care from the civilian

1900. The last, and by no means least, of

public and, in the case of the orderlies of

a trio of wonderfully engageing keynote

the Crimean War, accusations of neglect.

lectures was given by Prof Joanne Bailey

That evening the delegates were treated

(Oxford Brookes). This talk addressed

to a display from the York Army

the shaping of manly identities through

neatly

explored
by

their

overarched

the

comrades,

Museum of military letters and artefacts.
12

emotions

and

material

culture

contrast with earlier papers on the navy

highlighting memorable examples of

and army. Michael Brown’s fascinating

commercial

paper

and

personal

objects

considered

the

effect

of

ranging from Nelson jugs and intricate

mechanisation of weaponry in the late-

quilts to gravestones. Prof Bailey drew

Victorian empire, such as the ruthlessly

our attention to unexpected cases

efficient Maxim Gun, which did not

including a man who escaped to sea

require strength from operators, in

when his wife became pregnant for the

contrast with the emerging ‘cult of the

second time, not returning until the

bayonet’.

child was four. Numerous other men’s
gravestones commemorated their brief
participation in the battle of Waterloo
despite having died of unrelated causes
as late as the 1850s.

This

enormously

stimulating

and

convivial conference concluded with a
roundtable, drawing together primary
themes, questions, and possibilities for
new research trajectories. In our own,

Ashley Bowen-Murphy’s paper on the

individual research, we had all been

‘Death

panel

aware of a range of coexistent, often

about

competing

and

challenged
dependency,

Widowhood’
assumptions

of

militaristic

and

masculinity in the long nineteenth

masculinity, drawing on asylum records

century, but above all, this conference

for American Civil War veterans, and

opened our eyes to reveal the context

Ruth

McNeill-

for a far wider, more heterogeneous

Ritchie’s papers considered the ghost

range than any individual research

body of the soldier and a military

project could hope to explore. Keynotes

charity

panels

from Holly Furneaux and Joanne Bailey

discussed themes including sport and

illuminated the persistent notion of the

leisure, and the family in relation to

‘man of feeling’ in the nineteenth

masculinity.

the

century, drawing on paintings and

modernisation of war, Edward Bujak

emotional objects to demonstrate the

highlighted the distinct masculinities

place of domesticity in the battlefield

focusing on gentlemanliness, heroism

and vice versa, exposing the fallacy of

dare-devilry and risk-taking in the Royal

the conventional idea of a marked

Heholt

widowhood

modes

and

respectively.

Simon

Other

Discussing

Flying Corps, making an interesting
13

material

and

emotional

separation

Butcher (Hull) and Anna Maria Barry

between the two spaces.
Discussions

also

interrogated

stereotypes such as the ‘stiff upper-lip’,
conventional ideas of heroism and
bravery, and of the fixity of class status,
in

addition

to

Our very deepest thanks go to Emma

tensions

between

(Oxford Brookes) for organising this
enormously successful, really groundbreaking

of

the

construction

of

with

such

enthusiasm and dedication. We look
forward to the next!

evidence of the flight from domesticity
and

conference

By Helen Goodman ( Royal Holloway,

new,

University of London)

domestic, familial groups in military life,
in which soldiers were encouraged to
see their comrades as brothers, and
their officers as fathers. Grounded in
foundational

work

on

nineteenth-

century masculinity by John Tosh,

Placing the Author: Literary Tourism
in

the

long

Nineteenth

Century

20 June 2015, Elizabeth Gaskell’s House,
Manchester

Donald Hall and others, this conference

Placing the Author could not have been

extended the limits of the field through

hosted in a more appropriate venue.

an

inspiring

plethora

of

The recently reopened house in 84

approaches

and

Plymouth Grove, Manchester, which had

material ranging from literary, historical

previously been the home of Elizabeth

and medical texts (Haggard, Charlotte

Gaskell,

and Branwel lBrontë, Arthurian legend,

backdrop for discussions on literary

Braddon, Austen, Catherine Crowe) and

tourism, and the significance of author’s

historical accounts to opera, recipe

houses.

books, playbills, pamphlets, plates, quilt

topped

covers and sailors’ songs.

knowledge, and professionalism of the

interdisciplinary

You can read about these and more
conference

highlights

(@MilitaryMasc19C

and

on

Twitter

#MML19C),

including the Storify summary.

provided

a

stimulating

The pleasing location was
only

by

the

dedication,

venue’s staff and volunteers, as well as
the wonderful treats on offer in the
house’s brand new tea room.
The suitability of the venue was not lost
on Helen Rees Leahy (who acts as
Curatorial Adviser for the house), who

14

set the pace for the conference with an

home

entertaining and insightful opening

destination. Dr Christopher Donaldson

keynote on the changing importance of

(University of Birmingham) followed

Elizabeth Gaskell’s home throughout the

this with a detailed account of Harriet

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Of

Martineau’s influence on the nineteenth

particular interest was Rees Leahy’s

century Lake District through her

analysis of the different ways in which

important work the Complete Guide to

Gaskell has been ‘placed’

in 84

the English Lakes (1855), and its effect

Plymouth Grove, from Gaskell’s own

on both the popularity of the Lake

‘self-placement’ at the core of the home

District as Victorian tourist destination,

in her lifetime, to the placement of her

and

literary and personal legacy in the house

contemporary literary marketplace.

by her daughters, Julia and Meta, and
ending with the reconstructive and
restorative efforts of those involved
with house in the present day.

remains

a

Martineau’s

literary

place

tourist

in

the

The afternoon talks were just as strong.
Highlights include a stimulating and
original paper by Kimberley Braxton
(Keele University), whose discussion of

After much internal debate, I opted for

the acquisition of Brontë relics following

Panel B of the morning talks, entitled

their deaths, and the significance of the

‘Encounters Past and Present,’ and was

Victorian obsession with death on the

not

May

psychology of owning and collecting

(Nottingham University) kicked off with

was truly fascinating. Similarly, Amber

a lively paper on Samuel Rogers; his

Regis (University of Sheffield) honed in

position

eighteenth century

on the Brontë legacy through her

literary tourist; and lasting legacy as a

insightful paper on Gaskell’s portrayal of

tourist destination.

Howarth parsonage in The Life of

disappointed.

Rogers’

as an

Charlotte

May argued that

acquisition

of

important

Charlotte

Brontë

(1857),

contemporary works of art (which May

demonstrated

termed a ‘cultural monopoly’), as well as

combination of realism and fantasy in

his

literary

this work, complicates ideas of the

breakfasts, cemented his position as an

domestic space and disturbs established

important contemporary cultural figure,

trends

whilst justifying the extent to which his

biography.
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hosting

of

exclusive

in

how

and

contemporary

Gaskell’s

literary

Sadly, I lack the space here to discuss

and congratulate the organisers, who

sufficiently every paper, or even begin

worked hard to ensure a seamless,

to

productive

describe

the

level

of

organic

day,

and

one

which

discussion which was stimulated. I do,

continues to provoke interesting and

however, have room to warmly thank

important

By Julia Coole (Keele University)
Placing the Author: Literary Tourism in
the Long Nineteenth Century took place
on 20 June 2015 in the wonderfully
appropriate venue of Elizabeth Gaskell’s
House in Manchester, a site that has

conversations.

the house itself formed the basis of
discussions about what is important
when it comes to literary tourism and
how houses should be preserved and
presented, providing a unique backdrop
to the event.

been beautifully restored and was newly

The conference opened with Professor

opened to the public at the end of 2014.

Helen

The conference welcomed attendees

Manchester) exploring authenticity and

from

imagination

around

the

world,

from

Rees

Leahy
at

(University

Elizabeth

of

Gaskell's

undergraduates and postgraduates to

House, giving attendees the opportunity

senior academics and those working in

to consider the conference setting

the heritage sector. Throughout the day,

against
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the

themes

that

recurred

throughout the day: questions of gender

research with a diverse and engaged

and authenticity; how the interior life of

group of scholars and practitioners to

the writer and the nature of the ‘tourist’

gain a new perspective. The setting also

site are key to our interpretation of

encouraged new researchers to think

literary places; and the process by

about how their work connects to the

which certain houses become sites of

heritage

literary pilgrimage. These themes were

opened up the possibility for future

explored further during the morning’s

collaborations.

parallel panels, the first exploring
tourism networks in Italy and the
second the ways in which authors and,
later, their families, shaped their own
legacies.

and

museum

sector,

and

The final set of parallel panels widened
the thematic debates to include not only
tourism relating to Victorian authors,
but also nineteenth-century visits to
Shakespeare’s

house and visits

to

Following lunch in the Elizabeth Gaskell

Victorian sites today in a panel on ‘(Re-

House tearoom and the chance to

)visiting the past’. In ‘The Business of

discover the exhibitions and objects of

Literary

the house, ‘The Brontës at home’ panel

centred on the creation, classification

saw four papers examining different

and maintenance of sites, from Dr

aspects of the Brontës’ legacy, from

Gillian

relics in Kimberley Braxton’s (Keele

University of Edinburgh) paper on the

University) paper on the

problem of locating James Hogg as a

cultural,

Tourism’

Hughes’s

the

(Visiting

working-class

Brontë relics to Dr Amber Regis’s

Professor Sue Carson’s (Queensland

(University of Sheffield) exploration of

University of Technology) examination

the ‘fantasied’ parsonage in Gaskell’s

of the problems facing Coleridge’s Lime

Life of Charlotte Brontë. The facilitating

Street cottage. The day ended with an

of discussions and networking between

inspiring keynote from Professor Nicola

senior academics, postgraduates and

J. Watson (Open University) on ways of

even the undergraduate conference

animating the author, focused in part on

assistants was one of this event’s key

objects

strengths, as postgraduate presenters

Gaskell’s House. Once again, the venue

were able to share their ideas and

formed a key part of discussions about
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displays

to

Scholar,

economical and spiritual power of the

and

author

discussion

in

Associate

Elizabeth

the nature of literary tourism and

includes figures like Gaskell, the Brontës

attendees were encouraged to apply

and Dickens, but also lesser-known

their research in a practical way.

figures and sites. I would like to thank

Just as the process of literary tourism
starts before the reader visits the
literary site, the Placing the Author
project

had

developing

been

before

growing
the

and

conference

opened on 20 June. The organisers, Dr
Amber

Pouliot

(Bishop

Grosseteste

University), Dr Claire Wood (University
of York), and Joanna Taylor (Keele
University) had set up ‘The Postcard

the organisers for putting together such
an inspiring day, and moulding the
traditional conference format in a way
that brought together undergraduates,
postgraduates, senior academic staff,
the museum and heritage sector and
others,

for

engageing

and

open

discussions about the future of literary
tourism.
By Emily Bowles, University of York

Project’ to find out more about literary
tourism practices today. During each
conference

break,

attendees

were

encouraged to discuss different topics
and interact with the postcard map,
adding questions about approaches to
literary

pilgrimage

based

on

the

responses to the project. This formed
the

starting

point

for

a

closing

discussion over wine about the kinds of
things that still draw us to tourist sites
and the future of the industry. The
Postcard Project is ongoing, and will
continue to show the fascinating trends
emerging in the way literary tourism is
thought about today.
The Placing the Author conference is
hopefully the start of an exciting
conversation about literary tourism that
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BAVS 2015: Victorian Age(s)
Leeds Trinity University, 27-29th
August 2015
The BAVS annual conference took place
from 27-29 August 2015 at Leeds Trinity,
the university at which BAVS itself had
been founded fifteen years earlier, on the
very fitting theme of ‘Victorian Age(s)’.
The conference bursary recipients and
live-tweeters, Emily Bowles (York), Clare
Stainthorp (Birmingham), Jack Sullivan
(Manchester) and Jerome Wynter
(Birmingham), report on the proceedings.
Thursday 27th August
Jerome – The conference began with a
professionalisation workshop, reflecting
BAVS’ commitment to developing its
postgraduate and ECR members. The
first part of the workshop, on ‘Impact
and Public Engagement’, took the form
of three talks by early career

researchers who did not follow the
route of becoming university lecturers,
choosing different pathways after
doctoral studies. Kate Compton, the
activities officer at York Army Museum,
noted that while having a PhD is a
distinct advantage, the ECR must make
the skills transferrable, be persistent,
and not take rejection personally.
Patrick Bourne, Abbey House Museum,
advised that the ECR must be prepared
to work outside his specialisation. Grace
Farrington and Clare Ellis transform
lives by bringing literature to life
through The Reader Organisation. The
advantage for them of working outside
mainstream academia is that they work
with every strata of the community,
which includes researching the benefits
of reading to the mental health of
individuals and the society in which
they live.
Clare – After a short break we
reconvened for the second part of the

workshop, which was much more hands
on (as long as you were wearing the
necessary gloves)! We were split up,
with two groups examining artefacts
from the museums’ collections, while
the third spent time reading and
discussing transcripts of people’s
experiences of The Reader Organisation
groups. I had the chance to study a
variety of items from the Abbey House
Museum, and we were encouraged to
find links between items such as a clay
pipe mould and a recipe book
advertising condiments, a grocery
receipt and a tea caddy. By drawing out
ways in which they commented on each
other we gained an insight into a
museum’s task of communicating their
collection to visitors. It was refreshing
to discuss careers post-PhD in such a
positive way, and really helpful to hear
the experiences of those moving outside
academia. This was therefore a very
enjoyable and engageing start to the
three days, stimulating conversations
about building narratives and making
connections across the ages that were
sustained throughout the rest of the
conference.
Following a short welcome from the
organisers the conference began for all
delegates with a roundtable on old age
chaired by incoming BAVS president
Hilary Fraser (Birkbeck). Helen Small
(Oxford) began by encourageing us to
think about the broader implications of
working on old age, for example the
ways in which ageing puts pressure on
our
identities
(morally
and
philosophically, as well as physically).
She was followed by Pat Thane (KCL),
who spoke about the demographics of
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an
ageing
Victorian
population,
particularly in terms of old age being a
broadly female condition; she concluded
by reminding us that stereotypes
surrounding old age have led to the
under-representation of the diverse
lived experiences of ageing. Christiana
Payne (Oxford Brookes) turned her
attention to examining the creativity of
the artist in old age (including J. M. W.
Turner, Thomas Sidney Cooper, and
Samuel
Palmer)
as
well
as
representations
of old
age
in
nineteenth-century art, which primarily
tend towards the sentimental. The
broad picture of Victorian ageing
provided by these opening remarks led
to some fruitful lines of inquiry from the
audience, who were keen to draw
together the implications of this
interdisciplinary introduction to old age.
Jack – The first panel I attended,
‘Appropriating the Romantic and the
Revolutionary’, saw three papers that
considered how writers reacted to
pressures arising in the pre- or earlyVictorian
era
which
changed
perceptions of time, existing ways of life
and the social order. Peter Cook’s
(Anglia Ruskin) paper, ‘Charles Dickens
and the Romantic Legacy: The Struggle
for Time’, worked with J. S. Mill’s
seminal essays ‘Bentham’ (1838) and
‘Coleridge’ (1840), to argue persuasively
for the identification of two types of
time in Dickens’ novels: one Benthamite,
with deadlines and timetables, the other
Coleridgean, which is ecological, in tune
with the seasons and nature. Cook
proceeded to locate these divisions in
Dombey and Son, between Benthamite
Dombey père and Coleridgean Dombey
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fils, and in Bradley Headstone in Our
Mutual Friend. Georgina Hunter’s
(Exeter) paper, ‘The Revolutionary Age
in the Mid-19th Century Periodical’,
followed. Hunter’s subject was the
depiction of the French Revolution in
mid-nineteenth century periodical press
serialisations, arguing that three
different serialisations, the Chartist
Victim of Despotism, Wray’s more
conservative Romance and Reality and
Dickens’ Tale of Two Cities, use the
story of the revolution in different ways
as the inaugural moment of modernity,
either as an instance of progress or of
discontent. While Courtney Salvey
(Kent) could not be at Leeds Trinity
physically, her paper, ‘The Age of
Invention: Early Victorian Histories of
Invention and Industry’, was heard all
the same, with Salvey available on
Twitter. Salvey’s subject was an
emergent ‘literature of technology’
which celebrated the technological and
industrial achievements of the age
against the negative appraisals offered
by Carlyle, among others.
Clare – I attended ‘The Brontës’ Early
Writings’, an impressively cohesive
panel that spoke to several aspects of
the Brontë sisters’ juvenilia. Valerie
Sanders (Hull) opened with a paper
titled ‘‘Unmarked Auditors’ on ‘the
strange presence of children’ in these
works, identifying the questioning
voices of children who disrupt and
disturb the adult world, and also
interrogating the brutalisation of
children in Charlotte and Branwell’s
collaborative writings. Emma Butcher
(Hull) maintained the focus on these
early narratives, finding in their

collaborative war-based saga mimicry
and modelling that entailed Charlotte
and Branwell ‘(Re)Writing Military
History’ by drawing on sources from the
classical to the Napoleonic. In contrast
Erin Nyborg (Oxford) spoke about
‘Heroic Masculinity in Charlotte and
Emily’s Belgian Essays’, terming them
‘An
Apprenticeship
in
Victorian
Authorship’. Nyborg argued that these
exercises in French composition, with
marginal notes from their tutor Héger,
offer
valuable
insights,
by
demonstrating Charlotte’s willingness to
subvert the contents and structure of
the canonical writers being emulated, as
well as the irony and fatalism that was
to later become a hallmark of Emily’s
writing.
Jerome – In one of the second panel
sessions on Thursday afternoon,
‘Travelling Through Time’, three papers
on H. G. Wells captured the significance
of space, ageing, time, and textual
revision in the novelist’s utopian texts.
Catherine
Redford
(Oxford)
demonstrated Wells’ meaning of the
imagined age of the subterranean as a
psychological and secret space of safety
to which man could retreat in times of
war, or Martian invasion. The sub-space
as a social class is multi-faceted, and
empowering, but also dependent upon
eugenics. Jacob Jewusiak (Valdosta
State) highlighted the power of ageing
to ironise realism as it transforms the
content of the everyday. He argues that
the Time Machine is an economic
allegory which subverts the very notion
of the body as ageing. Simon James’
(Durham) paper ‘H. G. Wells: Textual
Revision Travelling in Time’ focused on
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the idea of progress. He points out that
narrative functions as a technology for
travelling in time, measured linearly
rather than glacially, and that language
is represented by space and time in the
fourth dimension.
Clare – The first day ended with the
AGM. Alongside the annual reports and
motions (recorded elsewhere), this was
notable because it marked the standing
down of Rohan McWilliam as president;
he spoke warmly about the positive
ways in which BAVS had developed
during his three-year tenure, stating
that he was particularly proud of the
increasingly
interdisciplinary
and
outward-looking nature of the society. It
was also announced that theme of the
2016 BAVS conference will be
‘Consuming (the) Victorians’, which will
be held at Cardiff University.
Friday 28th August
Emily – Friday morning’s sessions
opened with Professor Nicholas Daly’s
(University College, Dublin) keynote,
‘Modern Swashbucklers and Matinee
Idols: The Age of Ruritania’. Daly deftly
guided us through the many different
manifestations of the fictional Eastern
European country ‘Ruritania’, which
was born out of Anthony Hope’s three
books from the 1890s. He argued for the
Ruritanian stories as an important
reflection of late Victorian British
concerns, in which there is a mix of
modernity and an imagined past; it’s
striking that ‘swashbuckling’ as a term
comes into use in the 1880s and 1890s.
Daly also showed how this idea has
been influential since, from Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang to the Princess Diaries,

invoking one of the key interpretations
of the theme running throughout the
conference: how do post-Victorian ages
reflect on and respond to the literature
of the Victorians, and how does that
problematise the classification and
periodisation of the Victorians?

knowledge
exchange,
and
the
construction of self. Caponcioni deftly
demonstrated the difficulty for Ross in
balancing the spirit of the age in which
each lived, the development of a ‘strongminded’ matriarchy, and the trappings
of a family memoir.

Jerome – The panel following the
plenary lecture, ‘The Ages of Woman’,
was the oasis of the morning’s papers on
this hot day in August. Laura MonrosGaspar’s (València) ‘‘Forgive a poor lone
woman’s schemings’: Strong-minded
women and Victorian Appropriations of
the Classical Past’ focused on classical
dramatic texts in which women were
anatomically,
psychologically,
and
metaphysically burlesqued for their
strong characters. She asked, ‘Is there a
typified circle or character of strongminded women?’, noting that this was a
term principally applied to unmarried,
bluestocking women. Francis Talford’s
Electra in a New Electric Light , she
argued, embodies the work of a strongminded woman who used Euripidian
plot and Sophoclean conflict to revolt
against the restrictions nineteenthcentury society imposed on women.

Emily – At the same time, I was
attending an excellent panel on
‘Representing Children’, with three
diverse approaches to childhood from
Galia Benziman (Open University of
Israel), Mary Clare Martin (Greenwich)
and
Jessica
Sage
(Newcastle).
Benziman’s
paper
explored
the
implications of one image in Dickens’
Hard Times: the eggbox that Bounderby
claims he was brought up in, that also
appears in a speech Dickens gave later
in his career. Bounderby’s desire for
inferior origins to overcome, the erasure
of the mother, and Dickens’ own feelings
about his troubled childhood were
brought together very convincingly by
Benziman.
Sage’s
paper
further
complicated how we ‘read’ childhood
through deconstructing responses to
Charles
Dodgson’s
controversial
photography. In the second paper,
‘Texts and Images: ‘the wild colonial
boy’ and not growing up in early
Victorian England and New Zealand’,
Martin discussed William Charles
Cotton’s time as a missionary in New
Zealand. She posed the question, was
the move in the Victorian period
towards a business-oriented middle
class too much pressure for children?
This resonated with several other
strands during the conference: clash
between generations would be the focus

Clare – The second paper of the panel
was presented by Claudia Caponcioni
(Bishop Grosseteste) who spoke about
‘Janet
Ross’
Intergenerational
Conversations’ that occur in her
fascinating multigenerational biography
Three Generations of English Women
(1888) and later autobiography The
Fourth Generation. By documenting the
exemplary lives of her fascinating and
accomplished mother, grandmother,
and great-grandmother, Ross wrote a
significant cultural history of women,
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of Saturday morning’s plenary by
Professor Martin Hewitt (Huddersfield).
Jack – The ‘Screen Time’ panel which
followed had only one speaker, as
Madeleine Wood (Queen Mary) was
unfortunately unable to come to give
her intriguingly titled paper ‘Thomas de
Quincey, Childhood Trauma and Screen
Memory’. We all gathered to hear
Tristan Burke (Manchester) give his
paper, entitled ‘The Cinematographic
Temporality of Charles Dickens’ Great
Expectations’.
Burke
outlined
a
fascinating argument that opened with
Sergei Eisenstein’s identification with
Dickens in his own filmmaking (in the
essay ‘Dickens, Griffith and the Film
Today’), where Eisenstein locates a
cinematic quality in Dickens’ writing.
Burke focused on Great Expectations,
with an emphasis on that extraordinary
scene towards the end of the novel
where Magwitch, Pip and Compeyson all
meet on the boat that should take
Magwitch to safety, but sees Compeyson
drown. Using Deleuze’s sense of cinema
as the ‘movement image’, Burke
identified how this scene, and its sense
of itself as a ‘moment’, breaks the
novel’s realist temporality as an
instance
of
cinematographic
temporality, in which no single
timeframe or indeed subject position is
perceptible.
Clare – The lively roundtable ‘Victorian
Studies Journals: Coming of Age’,
chaired by Helen Rogers (LJMU), ran
concurrently with this, marking the
impending twenty-first birthday of the
Journal of Victorian Culture. Jim Mussell
(Leeds), Martin Hewitt (Huddersfield),
and Lucinda Matthews-Jones (LJMU)
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each made opening remarks, and the hot
topic of the future of academic journal
publication in our discipline was then
opened to the floor. Key issues raised
included how to grapple with the
digitisation of scholarship (including
decline of the journal issue as a discrete
object), the question of open access
(particularly in conjunction with the
REF), and the tension between fast,
public outputs (facilitated by blogging
and social media) and slower, more
traditional publishing with its often
limited audience. Also up for debate was
the function of peer review today, and
the possibility of moving towards a
post-publication model of doing this.
Certainly there was no consensus, with
both old and new approaches being
advocated. As the session came to a
close, however, there seemed to be
general agreement that flexibility is
paramount; we should not be beholden
to a single kind of output and Victorian
studies must embrace developments in
technology and media to find the best
way to move the discipline forward.
Jerome – On Friday afternoon ‘The
Heaton Walk and Leeds Library’ field
trip, led by Simon Morgan (Yorkshire
Archaeological Society), gave a small
group of conference attendees the
opportunity to retrace the major sites of
the private and public life of the
relatively forgotten Leeds physician Dr
John Deakin Heaton (1817-1880) on a
walking tour, and explore the Leeds
Library. Heaton devoted most of his
energy to the development of life in
Leeds, He was the ‘godfather’ of presentday Leeds University, physician to the
Leeds Infirmary, and a magistrate in

West Yorkshire, as well as a founder of
Leeds Public Library. Among the many
intriguing facts about Heaton, readers
might find two interesting but unrelated
ones noteworthy: He campaigned
against smoke pollution in Leeds, and
bought, with his son John Heaton Jr,
shares in St George’s Field Cemetery,
located at Leeds University campus. A
visit to the Leeds Library was the
treasure trove of the tour. The library
opened in 1768 as a priorities library to
eminent Leeds worthies, with five
hundred subscribers. It is the only
surviving
nineteenth-century
subscription library in England. Today,
it boasts eight hundred members and
holds 150,000 books, some of which
date back to the year 1475. You can find
out more about Heaton here:
www.heatonmap.mobi.
Jack – The panel I attended at the same
time as the field trip, entitled ‘Life
Writing’, offered three stimulating
papers on the letters and unpublished
works of very different Victorian writers
and
thinkers.
Clare
Stainthorp
(Birmingham)
considered
the
unpublished early
notebooks of
Constance Naden. Stainthorp argued
that
these
newly-discovered
unpublished poems and other writings,
which double Naden’s oeuvre, contain
themes that call for a reassessment of
the work as a whole, since they reveal
the extent and influence of Naden’s
religious upbringing and also her break
with organised religion, the range of her
reading, and her relationship with
Robert Lewins. Catherine Delafield
followed, with her paper ‘‘[A] letter may
fall into any hand’: Time and Texuality
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in 19th-Century Life Writing’, in which
she explored the letters of Frances
Burney, Charlotte Brontë, and Jane
Austen. Delafield argued persuasively
that, while these letters were used in the
nineteenth century to build up definitive
profiles of their authors, they were far
more inconsistent and playful than this.
Instead of providing a fixed sense of the
author, these letters give a much more
shifting impression, underlining not
their temporal stability but rather their
instability, in which their own veracity
is called into question. To round off this
fascinating panel was David Sorensen
(Saint Joseph’s), whose paper ‘‘Deepest
of All Illusory Appearances’: Time and
Temporality in Carlyle’s Reminiscences’,
considered Carlyle’s awareness of a
tension between the past and its
reconstruction, and how memory
cannot accurately capture a past
moment. Sorensen alerted me to a
reference of which I had not been
aware: that Proust’s writing In Search of
Lost Time was stimulated by his reading
Carlyle’s Reminiscences, which (for me)
placed Carlyle as the starting point of an
interest in memory which would
become such a theme of modernist
literature.
Clare – The intriguingly-named panel
‘Dead on Time’, which rounded off my
Friday afternoon, looked to the end of
life to examine masculinity, grief,
working-class homes, and newspaper
reporting. Vicky Holmes (Essex) began
with her paper ‘Life and Death in the
Victorian Bed: The Impact of Life Events
on Sleeping Arrangements in the Homes
of the Victorian Working-Class’. Her use
of coroner’s inquest photos, which give

unprecedented access to spaces
otherwise closed to the historical gaze,
developed our knowledge of birth,
marriage, and death in the lives of the
working classes through the lens of
mortality and morality. Helen Goodman
(Royal Holloway) spoke about her
research that uses the nineteenthcentury records of mental health
institutions to speak to the topic
‘Mourning Masculinities: Death, Dickens,
and Melancholia’. Her interest in private
grief, over the Victorians’ welldocumented public mourning rituals,
provided a new reading of Dombey and
Son that accounts for the documented
dangers of repressed grief, which was
the most common cause of insanity in
the nineteenth century according to
Bedlam patient records.
Jack – ‘Crossing the Bar’ saw papers that
addressed Dickens’ relation to time.
Bethan Carney’s (Birkbeck) paper,
‘Time’s Inheritance in Charles Dickens’
Christmas Books and F. D. Maurice’s ‘On
Eternal Life and Eternal Death’’,
considered A Christmas Carol and The
Chimes in relation to Maurice’s essay, in
which he argues that eternal damnation
refers to a state in which one is
alienated from God. Carney argued that
Dickens makes use of an eschatological
time scheme in that the protagonists of
both stories occupy Maurice’s position
of alienation. Carney also underlined
that these notions of time in terms of
alienation from God emerged in reaction
to more calculated, organised senses of
time, reminding me of what Peter Cook
had discussed in the first panel I
attended. The panel finished with Ben
Moore’s (Manchester) paper, ‘Unlimited
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Liability across the Generations in Little
Dorrit’. Moore’s focus was on the
Clennams and a morality based on the
impossibility of forgetfulness and the
demand for continual atonement. Moore
discussed the novel in relation to the
1855 Limited Liability Act which, for the
first time, ensured parity between
investments and losses. Moore saw
Little Dorrit as reacting to this Act,
which many believed would encourage
immorality; the morality of a figure like
Mrs Clennam thus stands in opposition
to an Act that some thought freed
investors from their responsibilities.
Emily – Friday closed with an excursion
to the impressive Leeds School of Music
for a wine reception to celebrate fifteen
years of BAVS and a Victorian-themed
musical performance, sponsored by
Taylor and Francis, publishers of the
Journal of Victorian Culture. This
included a particularly striking and
atmospheric recitation of Stanley
Hawley’s The Raven. We were also
treated to some beautiful poetry
settings; Tennyson’s ‘Now Sleeps the
Crimson Petal’ was beautifully sung. The
conference dinner at the Leeds Trinity
campus
provided
an
excellent
opportunity to toast twenty-one years of
the Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies
and to thank Rohan McWilliam for his
service as BAVS President: in his very
gracious speech, McWilliam reiterated
that one important function of BAVS is
to ensure we are never lone scholars,
and suggested that in future BAVS will
work more closely with the heritage
sector to foster future collaborations
and events.

Saturday 29th August
Emily – The Black Eyed Peas’ ‘Now
Generation’ was a great soundtrack for
Professor
Martin
Hewitt’s
(Huddersfield) plenary, and a good way
to make sure the audience were awake
on the final morning of the conference!
Professor Hewitt’s talk brought together
several of the ongoing themes and ideas
explored during the three days, asking
questions about our understanding of
the concept of generations and existing
attempts
at
periodisation,
and
encourageing a reconsideration of
central Victorian figures as part of
different generations. By showing that
key education reform figures and
groups like the Pre-Raphaelites were
often born within a few years of one
another
with
visualisations
and
comparisons of the data, Hewitt argued
that the way we read and classify the
Victorians themselves should be
reevaluated. He suggested that we
should take a closer look at the way we
forge connections between Victorians
and what we mean by ‘generations’,
instead of taking for granted existing
groupings (for example first and second
generation
Romantics).
Hewitt’s
innovative use of data mining and
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cluster analysis made for a provocative
and intellectually-stimulating paper, and
it will be exciting to see where this fresh
approach to understanding generational
identity leads.
Following the plenary, I gave my own
paper in a panel on ‘Rewriting Dickens
in a Post-Dickensian Age’ which
explored Dickens’ cultural legacy from
three
different
angles:
through
rewritings, adaptations and endings of
The Mystery of Edwin Drood in Pete
Orford’s (Buckingham) paper, which
included scholarly analysis of Daily Mail
comments(!); through the changing
meanings of the word ‘Dickensian’ in my
own paper; and then the cultural life of
one of Dickens’ characters, Dolly
Varden, and how this character has
taken on a life of her own as a cake, a
fashion icon and even a trout, as shown
in Maureen England’s (KCL) paper.
Jerome – ‘Ahead and Behind Time:
Precocity and Backwardness’, one of the
final panels on Saturday, featured three
very compelling papers that explored
the relationship between precocity and
the Victorian construction of childhood
intelligence. Rebecca N. Mitchell’s
(Birmingham) paper ‘Industry and
Idleness: Precocious Genius in the
Victorian Era’ identified a child’s social
and financial milieu as one of the
markers which helped to determine
precocious genius. Mitchell also pointed
out that indicators such as verbal skills,
erotic feelings, and a lively sensation
played a role in the development of a
native talent, manifesting itself early in
the form of the organic poet, one of the
most precocious classes of genius,
concluding that when precocity is

viewed as a consequence of a sensuous
faculty, it undermines the moralistic
view that it is the result of effort and
hard work. The next speaker, Roisin
McCloskey (Durham) noted with some
scepticism the precocious linguistic
abilities of a child that links it to genius,
using John Sully’s work on child
psychology to illuminate Frances
Hodgson Burnett’s A Little Princess. She
drew out how the notion of articulacy as
a marker or precocity is complicated by
the permeable boundaries between
imagination and lying. Hannah Field’s
(Lincoln)
illuminating
paper
on
‘illustrious Dunces’ served as a
counterpoint to these, using visual,
material, and literary culture to
illustrate the dunce as an iconic type
that is predictable, and the object of
ridicule and pity. The notion of
illustrious dunces, she argued, can
contrast with the standard narrative of
Victorian thinking about childhood.
Jack – The final panel I attended
concerned the issues of repetition and
disruption. I was also a member of this
panel. First up was Sabrina Gilchrist
(Florida) and her paper ‘Charting Time
Through Narration in The Woman in
White’. Gilchrist’s refreshing reading of
Collins’ novel emphasised how each
narrator occupies a different temporal
position
vis-à-vis
the
narrative.
Gilchrist’s point here is that the
narrative is therefore continuous and
discontinuous at the same time; each
new narrative is a new starting point,
calling into question any sense of a
linear narrative. Following Gilchrist,
Roger Ebbatson (Lancaster) gave his
paper entitled ‘Nietzschean Recurrence
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in Hardy’s Poetry’. Ebbatson made a
compelling case for the connections
between Nietzsche and Hardy which
was less an historicist account and more
a framing of a common interest in
repetition as an emerging theme of
literary and philosophical modernity.
Ebbatson showed how Nietzsche’s
refusal of linear time in favour of the
eternal return could be brought to bear
on Hardy’s poetry which was concerned
also with issues of repetition, of time as
a disruption and not a constant. Lastly, I
spoke about murder in Dickens’ The
Mystery of Edwin Drood and Eliot’s
Daniel Deronda, arguing that the act of
murder in both novels is positioned
outside time, as a ‘moment’ that recurs
continually throughout the narratives of
both novels. And so murder brought this
panel to a close, although thankfully no
actual blood was spilled.
Emily – After three very full and
stimulating days, the conference closed
with the President’s Roundtable on
Periodisation.
Rohan
McWilliam
welcomed three speakers, David
Amigoni
(Keele),
Michael
Hatt
(Warwick) and Tom Crook (Oxford
Brookes). McWilliam introduced the
panel by outlining his intention to
challenge the idea that the Victorians
have been ‘done’, and question the
classifications and assumptions that
often
underscore
the
idea
of
Victorianism: for example, how does
neo-Victorianism encourage us to
rethink the field? Amigoni spoke first,
on diverse approaches such as ‘Science,
High Art and Radiators’ as a way to
reevaluate periodisation and the idea of
the ‘generation’, once again drawing on

a theme that ran throughout the
conference. His discussion of Arnold
Bennett's
Clayhanger
as
a
‘buildingsroman’, and the radiator as a
kind of mistress, was a particularly
interesting way to approach the subject
– and the pun was appreciated! Crook
then spoke about continuity and change
and the importance of revising our
understanding of these concepts
themselves. He suggested, in a period
increasingly characterised by numbers,
censuses, and data collection, that while
quantification of continuity and change
seems important, it is their status and
the response to them that shapes our
understanding.
Hatt
closed
the
roundtable with an exploration of art
and periodisation, positing modernism
as a ‘central problem’. Critics and
scholars have tended to choose
nineteenth-century figures to ‘save’
from their Victorianism (such as Turner
and Whistler), removing them from the
very
question
of
periodisation.
However, Hatt argued that History of
Art has perhaps benefited more than it
has been limited by periodisation. The
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three speakers sparked a fascinating
discussion
about
the
uses
of
periodisation, within research but also
within teaching, ending the conference
with an inspiring gesture towards things
to come.
Thank you to all of the organisers and
the BAVS committee for such a
successful and enjoyable event –
particularly Rosemary Mitchell for her
hard work. We all left the conference
with long reading lists and new insights
into the very concept of the ‘Victorian’;
we very much look forward to next
year!
Emily Bowles (York), Clare Stainthorp
(Birmingham), Jack Sullivan
(Manchester) and Jerome Wynter
(Birmingham)

Funding Opportunities
Historians of British Art Travel Grant
Due October 15 2015

Pre-Raphaelite Fellowship: A Joint

The award is designated for a graduate

Fellowship from the University of

student member of HBA who will be

Delaware Library and the Delaware

presenting a paper on British art or

Art Museum

visual culture at an academic conference
in 2016. The award of $750 is intended

The University of Delaware Library, in

to offset travel costs. To apply, send a

Newark, Delaware, and the Delaware

letter of request, a copy of the letter of

Art Museum are pleased to offer a joint

acceptance from the organizer of the

Fellowship in Pre-Raphaelite studies.

conference session, an abstract of the

This short-term, one-month Fellowship,

paper to be presented, a budget of

awarded annually, is intended for

estimated expenses (noting what items

scholars conducting significant research

may be covered by other resources),

in the lives and works of the Pre-

and a CV to the Grants Committee Chair,

Raphaelites and their friends, associates,

Kimberly Rhodes, (krhodes@drew.edu).

and followers. Research of a wider

To

scope, which considers the Pre-

join

HBA,

www.historiansofbritishart.org.
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visit

Raphaelite movement and related topics

in relation to Victorian art and

provided. Personal transportation is

literature, and cultural or social history,

recommended (but not mandatory) in

will also be considered. Projects which

order to fully utilize the resources of

provide new information or

both institutions.

interpretation—dealing with
unrecognized figures, women writers

The Fellowship is intended for those

and artists, print culture, iconography,

who hold a Ph.D. or can demonstrate

illustration, catalogues of artists’ works,

equivalent professional or academic

or studies of specific objects—are

experience. Applications from

particularly encouraged, as are those

independent scholars and museum

which take into account transatlantic

professionals are welcome. By

relations between Britain and the

arrangement with the Yale Center for

United States.

British Art, New Haven, CT, scholars
may apply to each institution for awards

Receiving the Fellowship:

in the same year; every effort will be

The recipient will be expected to be in

made to offer consecutive dates.

residence and to make use of the
resources of both the Delaware Art
Museum and the University of Delaware

To Apply:

Library. The recipient may also take

Send a completed application form,

advantage of these institutions’

together with a description of your

proximity to other collections, such as

research proposal (maximum 1 page)

the Winterthur Museum and Library,

and a curriculum vitae or resume

the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the

(maximum 2 pages) to the address given

Princeton University Library, and the

below. Letters of support from two

Bryn Mawr College Library. Each

scholars or other professionals familiar

recipient is expected to participate in an

with you and your work are also

informal colloquium on the subject of

required. These materials may also be

his or her research during the course of

sent via email to:

Fellowship residence.

fellowships@delart.org.

Up to $3,000 is available for the one-

Pre-Raphaelite Fellowship Committee

month Fellowship. Housing may be

Delaware Art Museum
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2301 Kentmere Parkway

asked to provide a date for assuming the

Wilmington, DE 19806

Fellowship by January 1, 2016.

Application Form:

If you have any questions or would like

www.delart.org/about/opportunities/#

to request more information, please

preraphfellowship

contact:

Important Dates:
The deadline to apply for the 2016

Margaretta S. Frederick

Fellowship is November 1, 2015

Pre-Raphaelite Fellowship Committee

Notification of the successful applicant

Direct line: 302.351.8518

will be announced by December 1,

E-mail: fellowships@delart.org

2015. The chosen candidate will then be
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Recent Publications
Sexology and Translation: Cultural

From feminist sexualities in modern

and Scientific Encounters Across the

Japan to Magnus Hirschfeld’s affective

Modern World, edited by Heike Bauer

sexology, this book offers compelling

(Philadelphia: Temple University

new insights into how sexual ideas were

Press, 2015).

formed in national and transnational

ISBN: 978-1-43991-249-2

settings via a complex process of
cultural negotiation. By focusing on
issues

of

translation—the

dynamic

process by which ideas are produced
and transmitted—the essays in Sexology
and Translation provide an important
corrective to the pervasive idea that
sexuality is a Western’ construct that
was transmitted around the world.

Phillippa Bennett, Wonderlands: The
Last Romances of William Morris
(Oxford: Peter Lang, 2015). Series:
Is the emergence of modern sexuality a
global

phenomenon?

Sexology

and

Translation is the first study of the
contemporaneous

development

of

sexology in Europe, Asia, and the Middle
East.

Heike

Bauer

and

her

contributors—historians, literary and
cultural

critics,

scholars—address

and
the

translation
intersections

between sexuality and modernity in a
range of contexts during the period
from the 1880s to the 1930s.
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Writing and Culture in the Long
Nineteenth Century, Volume 4. Series
Editors: J. B. Bullen and Isobel
Armstrong
(www.peterlang.com?wclnc).
ISBN 978-3-0343-0930-1.
William Morris’s last romances are
strikingly original stories written in his
final years, but they remain relatively
neglected in both Morris studies and
nineteenth-century literary studies. This

book provides

Peter Blake, George Augustus Sala

a

full-length

and the Nineteenth-Century Periodical

critical account

Press: The Personal Style of a Public

of these works

Writer (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate,

and

2015).

their

essential
in

role

promoting

the continuing
importance of
Morris’s ideas.

ISBN: 978-1-4724-1607-0
In his study of the journalist George
Augustus Sala, Peter Blake shows how
Sala’s personal style and innovations in
form influenced the New Journalism at

Approaching these romances through

the end of the nineteenth century.

the concept of wonder, this book

Blake’s

book

expands

our

provides a new way of understanding
their relevance to his writings on art
and

architecture,

nature

and

the

environment, and politics and Socialism.
It establishes the integral connection
between the romances and Morris’s
diverse cultural, social and political
interests and activities, suggesting ways
in which we might understand these
tales as a culmination of Morris’s
thought

and

comprehensive

practice.
analysis

Through
of

a

these

remarkable narratives, this book makes
a significant contribution to both work

understanding of one of the more

on William Morris and to nineteenth-

prominent and interesting journalists

century studies more generally.

and personalities of the nineteenth
century, while also shedding light on

For further details, please click here:
http://www.peterlang.com?430930

prominent nineteenth-century writers
and artists such as Charles Dickens,
Mathew Arnold, William Powell Frith,
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Henry Vizetelly and Mary Elizabeth

dominant discourses of the Victorian

Braddon.

era: faith, sex, consumption, death, and

For further details, please click here:

the nature of representation itself.

www.ashgate.com/isbn/978147241607

For further details, please click here

0.

www.ashgate.com/isbn/978147244668
8.

Brian

Donnelly,

Reading

Dante

Gabriel Rossetti: The Painter as Poet

Lynda Dryden, Joseph Conrad and H.G.

(Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2015).

Wells: The Fin de Siècle Literary Scene

ISBN: 978-1-4724-4668-8

(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
2015).
ISBN: 978-1-1375-0011-3
Joseph Conrad
and H.G. Wells:
The

Fin

de

Siècle Literary
Scene is the
first sustained
examination
of the literary
friendship
between
Conrad

and

Wells.

Drawing

upon

Suggesting that Rossetti’s work should

biographies, letters, archival material

be approached through his poetry, Brian

and a close analysis of texts, the book

Donnelly argues that it is both inscribed

traces the relationship between Conrad

by and inscribes the development of

and Wells at the close of the nineteenth

verbal as well as visual culture in the

and the dawn of the twentieth centuries.

Victorian period. He situates Rossetti’s

It offers perspectives on both authors

poetry as the key to all of his work and

from literary figures like Ford Madox

central in its representation of the

Ford and provides a unique analysis of
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the

temperamental

artistic

emancipation, transgression, and fear

caused

for women. The book brings together

Conrad and Wells to become estranged.

the sensation, mystery, realist and early

At the same time, Joseph Conrad and H.

modernist railway narratives by female

G. Wells uses critical insights into the

and male authors, analysing women’s

works of both authors to trace the ways

trajectories within and beyond the city

in which the authors influenced each

and the nation, as urban passengers,

other's work. What emerges is a clear

travellers, tourists and colonists. In texts

picture of the literary scene at the fin-

by authors such as Mary Elizabeth

de-siècle and consideration of how the

Braddon, Margaret Oliphant, Rhoda

English novel was evolving in the

Broughton, Mary Ward, Flora Annie

opening years of the twentieth century.

Steel and Mona Caird as well as Wilkie

differences

that

and

ultimately

Collins, Thomas Hardy and Henry James,
Anna Despotopoulou, Women and the
Railway,

1850–1915

(Edinburgh:

Edinburgh University Press, 2015).
ISBN: 978-0-7486-7694-1

of

the

private/public divide, while giving rise
to

woman’s

impulse

to

traverse

of

short stories in periodicals, news items

women in the spaces

and commentaries, essays, illustrations

of

in

and paintings examined, trains become

literature and culture

contact zones of multiple encounters,

of the nineteenth and

but also battlefields of gender, class and

the

railway

extraordinary

and

unprecedented opportunities that the
train offered women. An emblem of the
conquest of national and imperial space
and of the staggering advances of
science and technology, the train gave
women a taste of its omnipotence,
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artificiality

mentally and emotionally. In the novels,

early twentieth centuries, this book

eventually

the

the

representation

the

highlights

boundaries, not only physically but also

Examining

explores

the ambiguous space of the railway

becoming

a

space

of

imperial ideology.
More

details can

be

found here:

www.euppublishing.com/book/978074
8676941.

Nancy

W.

World:

Aristocracy

Culture

at

Ellenberger,
the

Balfour's

life. Culture wars over male and female

Political

behaviours erupted at home, as small

Siècle

wars of empire proliferated overseas.

and
Fin

de

(Rochester, NY: Boydell & Brewer,

Politicians

came

to

terms

with

2015).

electioneering among the masses and

ISBN: 9-7-8178-3270-378

with a boisterous print culture that
prefigured the mass media of the next
century. The first great era of advanced,
international capitalism affected every
segment of British and imperial society,
including the rarefied domain of Arthur
Balfour.
You can read a full description on its
webpage:
www.boydellandbrewer.com/store/vie
wItem.asp?idProduct=14943.

Sarah Flew, Philanthropy and the
Arthur James Balfour (1848-1930) was
born toward the beginning of Queen
Victoria's long reign. At her death in
1901, he was a year away from

Funding of the Church of England,
1856–1914 (London and New York:
Routledge,

2014).

ISBN: 9-7-8184-8935-006

becoming the first prime minister of the
Edwardian era. In the quarter century

The

after his entry into political life in the

relationship between

1870s, Britain experienced material

the church and its

changes and a sense of intensifying

supporters is key to

human interactions as dramatic to his

understanding

generation as the forces of globalization

changing religious and

are

social

today.

Aristocrats

watched

changing

attitudes

in

anxiously as gifted boys from the middle

Victorian Britain. Using the records of

classes rose to the top in professional

the Anglican Church’s home-missionary
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organizations, Flew charts the decline in

Recently identified by the editors as the

Christian

its

Rua Nova dos Mercadores, the principal

growing

commercial and financial street in

philanthropy

connection

to

and

the

secularization of society. This is a highly

Renaissance

original contribution to two of the most

century paintings, acquired by Dante

widely

modern

Gabriel Rossetti in 1866, form the

religious history and the sociology of

starting point for this portrait of a global

religion.

city in

See

debated

here

for

issues

more

in

information:

https://www.routledge.com/products/
9781848935006

the

Lisbon,

two

sixteenth-

early modern period.

Focusing on unpublished objects, and
incorporating

newly

discovered

documents and inventories that allow
novel interpretations of the Rua Nova
and the goods for sale on it, these essays

Annemarie Jordan Gschwend and K. J.

offer a compelling and original study of

P. Lowe (eds.), The Global City: On the

a metropolis whose reach once spanned

Streets

four

of

Renaissance

Lisbon

continents.

(London: PHP, forthcoming 2015).

For more information, please see:

ISBN: 978-1-907372-88-9

www.paul-holberton.net
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Virginia Hoselitz, Imagining Roman

and why it happened, and providing

Britain: Victorian Responses to a

authoritative and fresh insights into the

Roman Past (Rochester, NY: Boydell

way in which Victorian archaeology

and

emerged, developed and altered how

Brewer,

2015).

the modern world understood the

ISBN: 9780861933358
The authority of
classical

texts

was challenged in
the mid-Victorian
era through the
unearthing of a
very

different

‘Rome’

in

the

material remains under British soil.

ancient. In the process, it brings to the
fore the frequently contradictory and
confused ideas about Roman Britain in
the Victorian imagination. You can read
a fuller description and take advantage
of a Google preview option, on its
webpage

at

www.boydellandbrewer.com/store/vie
wItem.asp?idProduct=14776

Developments in archaeology created a
new picture of Roman Britain as

Philip Howell, At Home and Astray:

wealthy and civilized - an image which

The Domestic Dog in Victorian Britain

sat

(Charlottesville, VA: University of

more

Victorians'

comfortably
own

with

changing

the

view

of

empire as they themselves became an
imperial power. Changing intellectual
ideas ensured that the Roman heritage
could no longer be seen solely as the
preserve of the classically educated
upper class: excavating with a spade
allowed a larger audience to participate
and own the Roman past.
This

book

phenomena,

explores
using

Virginia

Press,

2015).

ISBN: 9780813936864
Although

British consider
themselves

whole

archaeological

a

nation of dog
lovers, what we
have come to
know

the

the

as

the

modern

dog

came

into

activity in four British provincial towns

existence only after a profound, and

(Caerleon, Cirencester, Colchester and

relatively recent, transformation in that

Chester) to offer an explanation of how

country’s social attitudes and practices.
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In At Home and Astray, Philip Howell

practice of walking the dog, At Home

focuses

and

and Astray is a contribution not only to

especially London, to show how the

the history of animals but also to our

dog’s changing place in society was the

understanding of the Victorian era and

subject of intense debate and depended

its

on a fascinating combination of forces

For more information, please go to:

even to come about.

books.upress.virginia.edu.

on

Victorian

Britain,

legacies.

Despite a relationship with humans
going back thousands of years, the dog

Marcus Iseli, Thomas De Quincey and

only became fully domesticated and

the

installed at the heart of the middle-class

(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,

home in the nineteenth century. Dog

2015).

breeding and showing proliferated at

ISBN: 9781137501073.

Cognitive

that time, and dog ownership increased

This

considerably. At the same time, the dog

Thomas

space, the ‘stray’ becoming the unloved

notion of the

Howell shows how this redefinition of
place

illuminates

unconscious in

our

the

understanding of modernity and the

conditionally

in
accepted.

the
With

end
a

supporting cast that includes Charles
Dickens, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
Thomas Carlyle, and Charles Darwin,
and subjects of inquiry ranging from
vivisection and the policing of rabies to
pet cemeteries, dog shelters, and the
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of

cognitive

process whereby the dog’s changing
confronted—and

light

modern

city. He also explores the fascinating
role was proposed, challenged, and

De

Quincey's

counterpart of the household ‘pet.’
dog’s

book
examines

was increasingly policed out of public

the

Unconscious

science
nineteenth-century

science.

and
The

cognitive unconscious, which postulates
complex, rational, and beneficial mental
processes, opposes the instinctive and
intellectually primitive psychoanalytical
unconscious. On this basis, this book
challenges Freudian theories as the
default

methodology

in

order

to

understand De Quincey's oeuvre and the

unconscious

in

literature

more

William C. Lubenow, ‘Only Connect’:

generally. His coinage of subconscious

Learned

Societies

and

language

Century

Britain

impressively demonstrate De Quincey's

Boydell

and

conviction

ISBN: 9781783270460

his

theories
of

rational

of

unconscious

in

Nineteenth-

(Rochester,
Brewer,

NY:

2015).

processes. With its cognitive historicist
methodology this book further shows
that De Quincey participated in the
nineteenth-century discourse about the
mind/body relationship and about the
embodied, rational unconscious. Animal
magnetism and physiology in particular
fostered

theories

of

the

cognitive

unconscious and some of De Quincey's
most famous passages rely on the same
ideas. The cognitive approach to the
unconscious provides incisive insights

In the early modern period the subject

that enable us to understand the

of knowledge was dogma. Early modern

nineteenth-century

knowledge

debate

on

the

was

often

tied

to

unconscious as well as De Quincey's

confessional tests and state-building.

work because they both deal with issues

One road to modernity could be read as

that are highly relevant in cognitive

escape

science today.

confessional restraints to the freedom of

For more information, please go to:
www.palgrave.com.

from

institutional

and

reason. A second one could be read as
escape to networks of association and
belonging. In the nineteenth century, the

30% off for BAVS members with code

latter space was filled in Britain by

PM15THIRTY

learned societies (within or outside
universities) or even clubs. It was a
movement toward a different kind of
method and a different kind of learning.
Learned societies and clubs became
contested sites in which a new kind of
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identity was created: the charisma and

Margaret Marande, The Hardy Way

persona

A 19th-Century Pilgrimage (Dorset:

of

the

scholar,

of

the

intellectual. The history of cognition in

Blue Birch Books, 2015).

nineteenth-century Britain became a
history of various intellectual enclaves
and the people who occupied them.
This book examines the nature of
knowledge

in

nineteenth-century

Britain and the role of learned societies,
clubs and coteries in its formation,
organization and dissolution. Drawing
on

numerous,

papers

and

unpublished,
manuscripts,

predominantly

at

societies

private
it

looks
in

the

metropolitan centres of London, Oxford
and Cambridge. It also takes up the

The Hardy Way was first published in

relation of British styles of learning, in

1995 to critical acclaim as it was one of

contrast to Continental forms, which

the first guide books ever to combine a

aimed to produce people of culture and

long distance walk with the novels and

character suited for positions of public

poems of one of England’s literary

authority. While the British owed much

greats. Over time the route became in

to German exemplars, a tension in these

need of updating, as much on the

intellectual

remained,

ground had changed so, with the

magnified by the Great War. The study

backing of Dorset County Council and

concludes

British

the Thomas Hardy Society, a complete

cognitive niches with similar social

revision has taken place. This has

formations in Germany, France and the

captured the imagination of Bed and

United States. You can read a fuller

Breakfast and Hotel accommodations

description

across

exchanges
by

on

comparing

its

webpage

at:

the

county.

All

the

www.boydellandbrewer.com/store/vie

establishments in the accommodation

wItem.asp?idProduct=14847.

leaflet have supported The Hardy Way some have put copies of the book in all
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their guest bedrooms - and see it as a

Margaret Harkness, A City Girl, ed. by

great boost to the local economy.

Deborah Mutch (and with additional

The 220 mile long distance path through
Thomas Hardy’s Wessex is a unique
walk through Dorset and Wiltshire with

material by Terry Elkiss) (Victorian
Secrets, 2015).
ISBN: 978-1-906469-54-2

his words as commentary alongside the

Nelly Ambrose

route directions.

For example, in the

is an East End

novel ‘Far From the Madding Crowd’

seamstress

one still moist night Farmer Gabriel

with

ideas

Oak’s sheep plunge to their deaths in a

above

her

chalk pit driven by a rogue sheepdog not

station.

far from lonely Toller Down. The Hardy

Discontented

Way climbs a deep dry valley in the

with

her

rolling hill country of West Dorset in a

reliable

but

landscape alternately wild and intimate

conservative

overlooked by dramatic Toller Down.

fiancé, George, she falls for the urbane

The walker / reader can therefore

charms of middle-class Arthur Grant, a

breathe life once again into Hardy’s

married man bothered by few moral

words as they journey through his

scruples. In her first novel, Harkness

landscape.

(writing as John Law) presents a vivid

June

2015

celebrates

the

175th

anniversary of Hardy’s birth and has
attracted admirers from across the
world. Hardy has a particularly large
following In India and Japan, as well as,
more obviously the U.S.A. For more
information,

see

the

website:

and troubling depiction of working-class
life in late-Victorian London. Based on
her own experience of the slums, she
exposes

the

appalling

conditions

experienced by women in the casual
labour

force

and

their

desperate

struggle for economic security.

www.thehardyway.co.uk or Facebook –

Friedrich Engels famously wrote a letter

The

contact:

to Harkness after reading her novel,

Marande

describing it as ‘the old, old story, the

Hardy

Way,

or

Margaret
margaret@lizampairee.com.

proletarian girl seduced by a middleclass man’. While he praised her
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storytelling,

her

collection of essays brings together

portrayal of the working classes as

leading experts from a wide range of

passive. In this critical edition, Deborah

disciplines to analyse his ideas in the

Mutch

while

context of his life and work. Topics

criticised

revolutionary

include Ruskin's Europe, architecture,

politics, 'A City Girl' embodies her desire

technology, autobiography, art, gender,

to marry socialist goals with human

and his rich influence even in the

empathy.

contemporary world. This is the first

demonstrates

Harkness

This

Engels

eschewed

edition

includes

that

a

critical

introduction, biography and chronology
of

Margaret

Harkness,

explanatory

footnotes, Engels’s letter to Harkness
and her reply, a selection of Harkness's
journalism, and Harkness’s short story
‘Little Tim’s Christmas’.
For more information, please visit:
www.victoriansecrets.co.uk/catalogue/
a-city-girl.

Francis O'Gorman (ed.), The
Cambridge Companion to John Ruskin
(Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2015).
ISBN: 9781107674240
John Ruskin (1819–1900), one of the
leading

literary,

aesthetic

and

intellectual figures of the middle and
late Victorian period, and a significant
influence on writers from Tolstoy to
Proust, has established his claim as a
major writer of English prose. This
43

multi-authored
assess

the

expert
totality

collection
of

to

Ruskin's

achievement and to open up the deep
coherence of a troubled but dazzling
mind. A chronology and guide to further
reading contribute to the usefulness of
the volume for students and scholars.

Richard Pearson, Victorian Writers

time, the professionally performed plays

and the Stage: The Plays of Dickens,

of a group of well-known authors –

Browning,

Tennyson

some of which plays enjoyed long and

(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,

successful seasons, but now haunt only

2015).

the margins of literary and theatre

ISBN: 9781137504678

criticism. The author examines the goal

Collins,

and

of these writers to become part of an
expanding theatrical world and the
problems they encountered in risking
their reputations on a literature felt by
many to be vulgar and illegitimate. A
wealth of new detail carefully positions
the plays within the context of the
changing Victorian theatre industry and
the great battle between the Major and
Minor theatres for the future of the
modern stage.
Order details can be found on the
This new book comprises a study of the

Palgrave

plays of Dickens, Browning, Wilkie

www.palgrave.com.

Collins and Tennyson, along with the
fiction and periodical writings of W.M.
Thackeray, and situates the professional
productions of their plays within the
network of playwrights, journals and
theatres that shaped the Victorian stage.
These major Victorian writers authored
several professional plays, but their
achievement in the theatrical industry
been underestimated or overlooked.
Victorian Writers and the Stage brings
together comprehensively, for the first
44

website,

here:

Lesa Scholl, Emily Morris and Sarina

Mary L. Shannon, Dickens, Reynolds,

Gruver

and

and Mayhew on Wellington Street: The

Progress in the Works of Elizabeth

Print Culture of a Victorian Street

Gaskell (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate,

(Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2015).

2015).

ISBN: 978-1-4724-4206-2

Moore

(eds.),

Place

ISBN: 978-1-4724-2963-6
Building

on

theories

of

space

and

place,

this

collection
examines the
global reach
of

Elizabeth
Gaskell’s

influence and
places her work within the narrative of
British letters and narrative identity. In

A glance over the back pages of mid-

keeping with the theme of progress and

nineteenth-century

change,

parallel

periodicals published in London reveals

narratives that acknowledge both the

that Wellington Street stands out among

angst

by

imprint addresses. Between 1843 and

industrial progress and the excitement

1853, Household Words, Reynolds’s

and awe occasioned by the potential of

Weekly

the empire.

Punch, the Athenaeum, the Spectator,

For further details, please click here:

the Morning Post, and the serial edition

www.ashgate.com/isbn/978147242963

of London Labour and the London Poor,

6.

to name a few, were all published from

the
and

essays
nostalgia

follow

produced

Newspaper,

newspapers

the

and

Examiner,

this short street off the Strand. Mary L.
Shannon identifies, for the first time, the
close proximity of the offices of Charles
Dickens, G.W.M. Reynolds, and Henry
45

Mayhew, examining the ramifications

Malcolm Shrifin, Victorian Turkish

for the individual authors and for

Baths.

nineteenth-century

publishing.

What

are the implications of Charles Dickens,
his

arch-competitor

the

radical

publisher G.W.M. Reynolds, and Henry
Mayhew being such close neighbours?
Given that London was capital of more

Written in non-technical language, with
over 480 illustrations, 5 maps, endnotes,
a full bibliography, and an illustrated
glossary, the book examines all aspects
of the baths.

than Britain alone, what connections

Victorian Turkish Baths, the result of 25

does Wellington Street reveal between

years’ research, is the first book to bring

London print networks and the print

to light the hidden history of a

culture and networks of the wider

fascinating institution—the dry hot air

empire?

editors’

baths that sprang up in their hundreds

experiences make us rethink the ways in

across Ireland, Britain and beyond, in

which they and others addressed their

the 19th century.

How

might

the

anonymous readers as ‘friends’, as if
they were part of their immediate social
network? As Shannon shows, readers in
the London of the 1840s and '50s,
despite advances in literacy, print
technology, and communications, were
not simply an ‘imagined community’ of
individuals who read in silent privacy,
but active members of an imagined

Malcolm Shifrin traces the bath’s IrishRoman antecedents, looking at how its
origins

were

influenced

by

a

combination of the physician Richard
Barter’s hydropathic expertise, and the
idiosyncratic diplomat David Urquhart's
passion for the hammams of the Middle
East.

network that punctured the anonymity

The book reveals how working-class

of the teeming city and even the empire.

members of a network of political

To claim your partnership discount,
enter code H11EMN20 when ordering
any book from the Ashgate website.
Click here for details on using discount
codes.

pressure groups built more than 30 of
the first Turkish baths in England. It
explores the architecture, technology
and sociology of the Victorian Turkish
bath,

examining

everything

from

business and advertising to sex—real
and imagined. The book offers a wealth

46

of wondrous detail—from the baths

pressure groups, gendered spaces and

used to treat sick horses to those for

much

first-class passengers on the Titanic.

complemented by the author’s widely

Victorian Turkish Baths will appeal to
those interested in Victorian social
history, architecture, social attitudes to
leisure, early public health campaigns,

else

besides.

The

respected

book

is

website

victorianturkishbath.org, where readers
can find a treasure trove of further
information.
Correspondence, ed. Angus Fraser and
Ann M. Ridler (£15.00 + £1.50 postage)

George Borrow Editions
The Lavengro Press, established in
2014, now has in print five Occasional
Papers devoted to George Borrow

4

George Borrow and Dereham, by

Angus Fraser and Ann M. Ridler (£10.00
+ £1.50 postage)

(1803-81) as follows, in editions limited

5

to 100 copies (paperback):

Galloway and the Borders 1866, ed.

1

George

Borrow’s

Journey

George

Borrow’s

Tour

of

Angus Fraser (£10.00 + £1.50 postage).

through Cork in 1815, by Colm Kerrigan

Occasional Paper 6, George Borrow’s

(£5.00 + £1.00 postage)

Moorish Vocabulary (Tangiers 1839),

2

George Borrow: Three Fraser

Memorial Lectures (1) David Jones and
Everyman’s Wild Wales, by Martin
Murphy; (2) Gweledigaetheu Uffernol:
George Borrow, Goronwy Owen and the
Vision of Hell, by Clive Wilkins-Jones;

edited with an introduction and notes
by Simon Hopkins, Professor of Arabic
in the Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
is due for publication in autumn 2015
(£12.50 + £1.50 postage). Advance
orders are welcome.

(3) ‘Born to be a great traveller’: Joseph

Orders from BAVS members are eligible

Sell as Borrow’s Imaginary Portrait of

for a 10% discount.

the Artist as a Young Man, by David
Chandler (£10.00 + £1.50 postage)
3

George

1853-1854.
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Borrow

in

Notebooks

For further information and orders see
our

website

at

Cornwall

www.lavengropress.co.uk or e-mail Dr

and

Ann Ridler at info@lavengropress.co.uk.

Tim Symonds, Sherlock Holmes And

Marylebone

Watson

receives

a

The Sword of Osman.

mystifying telegram. It's from Holmes.
‘Dear Watson, if you can throw physic to
the dogs for an hour or two I would
appreciate meeting at the stone cross at
Charing Cross railway station tomorrow
noon. I have an assignation with a birdlover at the Stork & Ostrich House in the
Regents Park which has excited my
curiosity. Yrs. S.H.’
Watson finds the invitation puzzling.
Why should such a mundane meeting at
a Bird House excite the curiosity of
Europe's most famous investigating
detective or anyone else? For old times'

‘It’s 1906. Far from England, the

sake Watson joins his old comrade-in-

Ottoman Empire ruled by the despotic

arms. Within days Holmes and Watson

Sultan Abd-ul-Hamid 11 is on the verge

find

of

Powers,

Dreadnought en route to Stamboul, a

especially Kaiser Wilhelm’s Germany, sit

city of fabled opulence, high espionage

watching like crows on a fence, ready to

and low intrigue. Their mission: at all

rush in to carve up the vast territories,

costs foil any plot which could bring

menacing

about the immediate collapse of the

imploding.

Rival

England’s

Great

vital

overland

routes to her Indian possessions. At his
medical

48

practice

in

London's

themselves

Ottoman

aboard

HMS

Empire.

Minna Vuohelainen, Richard Marsh

canonical fin de siècle subgenres of

(Gothic Authors: Critical Revisions)

urban and imperial gothic and gothic-

(Cardiff: University of Wales Press,

inflected sensation and supernatural

2015).

fiction, but also rarer hybrid genres such

ISBN 978-1783163397.

as the comic gothic and the occult
‘Richard
Marsh’
(Richard
Bernard
Heldmann,
1857–1915)
was

a

bestselling,
versatile

and

prolific author
of

gothic,

crime, adventure, romantic and comic
fiction. This book, the first on Marsh,
establishes

his

credentials

as

a

significant agent within the fin de siècle
gothic revival. Marsh’s work spans a
range of gothic modes, including the

49

romance. His greatest success came in
1897 when he published his bestselling
invasion

narrative

The

Beetle:

A

Mystery, a novel that articulated many
of the key themes of fin de siècle urban
gothic and outsold its close rival, Bram
Stoker’s Dracula, well into the twentieth
century. The present work extends
studies of Marsh’s literary production
beyond The Beetle, contending that, in
addition to his undoubted interest in
non-normative

gender

and

ethnic

identities, Marsh was a writer with an
acute sense of spatiality, whose fiction
can be read productively through the
lens of spatial theory.

Calls for Submissions (Print)
Palgrave

Studies

Science

in

Literature,

the journal ‘Literature and Medicine’.

Medicine

www.palgrave.com Catherine Belling (c-

and

This is an exciting new series that

belling@northwestern.edu)

focuses on one of the most vibrant and

Jenkins

interdisciplinary

literary

usa.com) CALL FOR PROPOSALS: For

studies: the intersection of literature,

information about submitting a Palgrave

science and medicine. Comprised of

Studies

academic

essay

Medicine proposal, please contact: Ben

collections, and Palgrave Pivot books,

Doyle (b.doyle@palgrave.com) Sharon

the series will emphasize a historical

Ruston (s.ruston@lancaster.ac.uk) Alice

approach to its subjects, in conjunction

Jenkins (alice.jenkins@glasgow.ac.uk).

areas

in

monographs,

with a range of other theoretical
approaches. The series will cover all

Ryan

(ryan.jenkins@palgrave-

in

Literature,

Science

and

30% off with code PM15THIRTY

aspects of this rich and varied field and
is open to new and emerging topics as

One Green Field: walking, landscape,

well as established ones. ABOUT THE

and

EDITORS: Sharon Ruston is a Chair in

Critical

Romanticism and Research Director for

(deadline for abstracts 30 November

the Department of English and Creative

2015)

Writing at Lancaster University, UK. She
sits on the Executive Committee for the
British

Society

for

Literature

and

Science. Alice Jenkins is a Professor of
Victorian Literature and Culture at
Glasgow University, UK. She is also a cofounder and former chair of the British
Society for Literature and Science.
Catherine

Belling

is

an

Associate

Professor in Medical Humanities and
Bioethics at Northwestern University,
USA. She is also the Executive Editor of
50

ecocriticism
Survey,

Autumn

2016

Walking is prominent in recent creative
non-fiction in the UK and Ireland. It is
hypothesised
because

that

wayfaring

this

happened

offers

unique

opportunities for our times. Encounters
on foot allow us to observe endangered
non-human nature and to reassess
undervalued

landscapes

or

environments. If this is true, we should
see

less

walking

in

pre-modern

literature, except in the cases where

mystics, misfits, urban rustics and

issue of Critical Survey does not limit

adventurers have found their muse on

itself to nature writing nor to rural and

the hoof, or have a particular affinity

pastoral literature. There are no limits

with wildlife and wild adventures. The

to historical or geographical scope,

poet Edward Thomas suggested ‘The

except that the essays should primarily

century of Pope and Johnson is looked

focus on British and Irish works of

down on for nothing so much as for

literature where the act of walking and

being townish and for thinking one

the

green field like another. We forget that,

simultaneously

nevertheless, their fields were greener

Contributions that cite the body of work

than ours, and that they did not neglect

known

them save in poetry’ (1913: 17).

studies’ would be particularly helpful as

Perhaps, on the contrary, it is the move

opening up new ways to consider both

towards new prose forms, rather than

contemporary

the walking that they address, that has

where the landscape and material

produced the popularity of walking

nature

literature including the ‘new nature

production of the text, and it would be

writing’, and there is little that is new in

helpful if authors address whether this

its content. Perhaps we might even

writing is or can be relevant to

conclude that the literary aspects of

environmentalist

such writing have supplanted ‘greener’

Jonathan Bate’s The Song of the Earth

forms of engagement.

and Romantic Ecology consider the

This

call

for

papers

asks

for

contributions that explore the recent
proliferation

of

walking-based

literature, either in terms of the creative
and historical developments that have
allowed this to take place, or in terms of

non-human

as

landscape

prominent.

‘ecocriticism’

and

have

are

or

‘green

historical

active

roles

in

thought.

texts
the

Since

Romantic tradition of green studies, this
journal

would

particular

welcome

essays that move beyond these ideas,
even if the modern walking text cannot
avoid

reference

to

the

Romantic

traditions.

the historical antecedents that have

Suggestions

served as unexplored byways. Walking

would be welcomed include, but are not

literature offers a particular openness to

limited to, the following:

hybrid forms and themes, and so this
51

for

contributions

that

•

between

considered please send an abstract

walking literature and earlier

(approximately 500 words) to Anna

countryside traditions

Stenning

•

Walking in fiction and poetry

The abstract itself should be attached as

•

The ‘new nature writing’ and

an anonymous document in Word with

psychogeography

a covering email that should give your

The activist or dissenting

name,

spirit of literary walkers from

affiliation.

•

The

relations

an environmentalist or social
perspective
•

Walking and landscape art

•

Walking and the weather or
climate

•

Travel writing and walking

•

Urban walking

•

Material ecocriticism and the
material

(including

process

biological

and

geological processes)
•

Walking

and

address

and

institutional

Abstracts due: 30 November 2015
First draft essays: 31 May 2016
Revised

drafts:

31

July

2016

CALL FOR REVIEWERS: JLS

relationship between culture
and

(anna.stenning@gmail.com).

deep

time,

evolution and anthropocene

The Journal of Literature and Science
(http://www.literatureandscience.org)
is once again looking for reviewers to
review a wide range of articles in the
field literature and science published in
the last year to 18 months.

•

Walking and health

The JLS is unique in reviewing journal

•

Archipelagic walking

articles rather than books in the fields of

All of these are valid themes for this
special issue of Critical Survey. The key
questions that we seek to address are
whether there is one green field of
walking literature in Britain and Ireland,
and whether it or they are as ‘green’, in

literature and science and the history
and philosophy of science. As such, we
believe our reviews offer scholars and
students a truly valuable guide to some
of the most recent and cutting edge
research in the field.

both senses of the word, as we might

Please find below are a number of

suppose.

articles that we would like to offer for

To

have

a

submission

review for the Journal’s forthcoming
52

issues in 2015. Its largely first come,

next competition. The aim of the JVC

first served, so do get in touch with an

Essay Prize is to promote scholarship

offer

among postgraduate research students

to

do

a

specific

article

working on the Victorian period in any

m.geric@westminster.ac.uk
Reviews should be 750 words long and
should offer both a description of the
article as well as an analysis of its
achievements. For more details please
follow

the

link

www.literatureandscience.org
contact

Michelle

or
Geric

m.geric@westminster.ac.uk to register
your

interest.

discipline in the UK and abroad. The
essay, which must be no longer than
7000 words in length (including notes),
may be on any aspect of Victorian
culture appropriate for the scope of the
journal (this embraces literature and
history, including cultural, intellectual,
social, political, economic and religious
history; the history of music, science,
technology, medicine, theatre and visual
culture;

Please see details of the George Borrow
Trust’s Essay Competition on the Trust’s
at

www.georgeborrowtrust.org.uk. There
is

a

prize

of

geography).

The

editorial board welcomes essays that

George Borrow Trust Essay Prize

website

historical

£500.

adopt an interdisciplinary approach to
their subject matter. However, the
board also encourages essays which,
while focusing on one sub-discipline,
reflect on the implications of their
argument for other Victorian studies
constituencies. Authors should keep in
mind this question: how is this research

JVC Essay Prize
The

Journal

of

Victorian

Culture

of interest to other Victorianists?

inaugurated an essay prize competition

Essays must not be under consideration

in 2007, and our past winners include

for publication elsewhere, and should

Louise Lee, Tiffany Watt-Smith, Bob

not be submitted to any other journal

Nicholson, and Tom Scriven whose

until the outcome of the competition is

essays appear in issues 13.1 (2008),

known. Applicants who are completing

15.1 (2010), 17.3 (2012), and 19.1

doctoral degrees are advised to check

(2014). We are pleased to announce the

with their institutions any regulations
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covering the publication of material
extracted from their theses prior to the
submission of the whole thesis.

Entries should be submitted to the
journal in the normal manner via JVC
scholar

The prize
Publication of the winning essay in JVC;
£100

Judging

cash

prize,

a

free

year’s

subscription to JVC.

one

manuscripts:

mc.manuscriptcentral.com/rjvc. Please
ensure that you select ‘prize essay’ in
the ‘submission type’ box and you must
also upload a completed JVC Essay Prize

Conditions

entry

Word limit: maximum of 7000 words,

(available at JVC Online and from the

plus an abstract (250 words) and a

publisher’s

word count.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/rjvc).

Closing

date

for

submissions:

30

November 2015.
Entrants

should

form

with

your

submission
website,

All published essays will be subject to
the same copyright terms as everything

follow

JVC

style

guidelines as detailed on the journal’s
home page.

else published in JVC. The decision of
the judges will be

final and no

correspondence will be considered.
There is only one prize and the judges

The competition will open to anyone

reserve the right to award no prize if

currently

submitted

registered

for

a

higher

material

is

not

of

an

research degree, or who has been

appropriate standard.

awarded one within the previous 3

the prize will be the Editorial Board of

years. An entry form will be available on

Journal of Victorian Culture.

JVC

the

process of selection will, accordingly,

signature of the Academic Supervisor,

fulfil the requirements of peer review.

confirming the entrant’s status.

The

All

Online

and

submissions

will

must

require

include

a

coversheet: JVC Graduate Essay Prize
Coversheet
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judges

reserve

The judges for

the

right

The

to

recommend revisions to the prizewinning essay prior to publication.

Calls for Papers (Conferences)
SFEVE Annual Conference: Becoming

elusive Cheshire cat in Alice and

Animal

Wonderland

with

Université

Paris

the

Victorians

Diderot,

4

-5

February 2016
The subject of Victorian relationships
with animals is a complex one and
necessitates an engagement with many
disciplines from history, economics and
politics to botany, zoology, art and
literature. That relationship is often one
of dominance but it is also an embrace
of the animal as an ideal and a
questioning of the centrality of the
human. The concept of ‘becominganimal’ that Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari develop in a number of their
writings seems to question animalhuman

boundaries

and

creatively

stretch the limits of the human – not
only in terms of metamorphosis but in
the possibility of new identities and the
freedom to become something new and
other. The title of the conference also
gestures ironically at the idea that
animals ‘become’ us – that they ‘suit’ or
‘enhance’ us; the Victorians literally
‘wore’ them but they also wanted to
become like them – run wild, forget to
be human, forget to be Victorian. From
Lewis Carroll’s improbable Dodo and
55

to

Rossetti’s

famous

menagerie

and

Elizabeth

Barrett

Browning's

beloved

spaniel

Flush,

Victorian culture teems with actual or
imaginary animals in their relations to
us. In a century that witnessed the
emergence

of

public

zoos,

animal

protection societies and the theory of
natural selection but also encouraged
big game hunting in the British Empire
and condoned cruelty to wild animals,
ambivalent attitudes prevailed, leading
to major public debates on issues like
vivisection or the possibility of an
animal soul. This conference will assess
the place of animals in Victorian society
and

the

scope

of

animal/human

interactions. With the current rise of



critical Animal Studies and a real
‘animal turn’ in academic research, it is
timely

for

the

Société

Animals and gender/ Animals
and class



Française

Dressing/Fashion and Animals
(furs, feathers, costumes,

d'Etudes Victoriennes et Edouardiennes



mimetism and camouflage)

to consider Victorian culture and history



Taxidermy and Animal Collecting

from the point of view of the animal and



Rare or Extinct Animals

to give back power, voice and even



Animal Phobias and Fancies

subjectivity to its furred and feathered



Steam Punk and Victorian animal

friends. This year’s annual conference
will address the following issues:


fantasy in film and video games.


Fairgrounds

and

Animals in Science and natural

entertainment (bears, dogs and

history

badger-baiting)




Darwinism/ Species



Animality/bestiality/animacy



Souls,

subjectivities

and



Envisioning/stageing Animals (in
the Visual Arts or Drama)



Bestiaries/beasts/hybridity



Zoos,

menageries,

Consuming Animals (Diets and
ethical issues)

anthropomorphism


Micro

animals

and

the

microscopic creatures.

exotic pet

shops

As with previous SFEVE colloquia, this



Animals and Empire

event will focus on broad notions that



Pets and petkeeping

will be of interest to scholars from a



Celebrities and their dogs/cats

range of fields, including disciplines



The

such

Animal

animals,

industry

monkeys,

(exotic
parrots,

whales)



Animal

as

(but

anthropology,

not

limited

sociology,

to)

history,

cultural studies, literature studies, art
Entertainment

history, science and technology studies,

(fairgrounds, shows)

ethology, psychoanalysis, psychology,

Animal rights (experimentation,

behavioural sciences and ecology.

protection,
ecosystems)

vegetarianism,

Please submit abstracts (250 words + a
brief

scholarly

m.geric@westminster.ac.uk,
56

animal

biography)

laurence.constanty@gmail.com,

new

prum.michel@wanadoo.fr,

historical fiction, the ‘neo-historical

sara.thornton@univ-paris-diderot.fr no

novel’. Even though it is set in the past,

later

‘neo-historical’ fiction aims to discuss

than

25

October,

2015.

and
Reading the Present through the
Past:

From

Historical

Historical

to

NeoFiction

The Netherlands Research School for
Literary

Studies

University

of

Amsterdam, 4 March 2016

subgenre

mediate

of

the

contemporary

concerns

and

occupations of our current age. In
establishing overt connections to the
present day, these works display an
awareness of their own constructedness
and open ways for a critical reflection
on exoticizing approaches to the past.
For this one-day symposium, we invite

Ever since the turn of the twenty-first

contributions that take up the challenge

century, literary and cultural returns to

to think about the continuities and

earlier

specificities

periods

have

become

of

contemporary

increasingly frequent and visible. Novels

(neo)historical fiction and explore it as a

on past eras dominate the shortlists of

literary and cultural phenomenon.

literary prizes and the number of
historical films and TV series has

Keynote speakers

exploded. The popularity of Hilary

Dr Elodie Rousselot (University of

Mantel’s books about Henry VIII’s court,

Portsmouth)

the success of TV series like Sherlock
and The Americans and of graphic novel
series like Alan Moore and Kevin

Prof Dr Elisabeth Wesseling (Maastricht
University)

O’Neill’s The League of Extraordinary

Possible topics include, but are by no

Gentlemen are cases in point. Many of

means limited to:

these works, however, seem to relate to
the past in ways that are different from

•

imagination

earlier historical novels and films.

in Neo-Historical Fiction (2014), literary
contributions to this trend belong to a
57

neo-historical
as

a

literary

movement and/or broader

According to Elodie Rousselot, editor of
the recent collection Exoticizing the Past

the

cultural
•

phenomenon (literature, film,
TV, art, adaptations, etc.)

•

comparisons

between

(re)constructions of different

Nineteenth

historical

St John’s College, Oxford, 17-18

periods

(neoVictorian,
•

neo-Gothic, neo-Tudor, neoAge,

Submission deadline: 5 November 2015

neoWWI/WWII,

Victorians constructed their buildings to

•

alternate history, etc.)

be more than just seen; they were made

•

theoretical and conceptual

to be inhabited. This seemingly obvious

approaches to neo-historical

statement raises an important but often

fiction (postmodernism

overlooked

question:

and

architecture

experienced

•

post-postmodernism,

•
•

how

was

in

the

nineteenth

century?

This

period

affect, postcolonialism,

witnessed

unprecedented

urban

posthumanism,

growth, radical new materials, invented

utopia/dystopia, etc.)

building

mashup,

cultural

memory,

types

and

sometimes

and

dangerous technologies. Now more than

across national and linguistic

ever buildings embodied the cultural

borders

values of their patrons, architects, and

connections

world

and

within

communities;

literature

and

Please submit abstracts of 250 words
20-minute

papers

in

English,

together with a short biography, to Daný
van Dam at vandamhd@cardiff.ac.uk by
December

builders. The aesthetics of churches
were shaped by desires to secure

cosmopolitan memory.

18

Century

March 2016

medieval, neo-Golden

for

Architecture and Experience in the

2015.

particular

responses

congregations.

The

from

architecture

of

scientific laboratories could be intended
to

guide

specific

approaches

to

knowledge production. Of course once
complete, the meanings of such works
were unstable and subject to an
audience’s interpretation.
Architectural history has traditionally
focused on questions of style and form.
However in recent years the discipline

58

has demonstrated a growing interest in

proposals of up to 250 words and a one

the social history of architecture, with

page

attention paid to how buildings were

Victorian.architecture@history.ox.ac.uk

used. This has led to the analysis of

by 5 November 2015.

building as more than merely a passive
background to human activity. The

CV

Supported

to

by

BAVS.

question that this conference addresses
is,

what

were

the

purposes

of

Cosmopolis and Beyond: Literary

architectural projects and how did they

Cosmopolitanism after the Republic

perform?

of Letters

Clubs, debating chambers,

schools, cathedrals, houses, hotels and

Trinity College, Oxford, 18-19 March

laboratories were all built to perform

2016.

specific functions. Once constructed,
they were all experienced by audiences
who inhabited these spaces. At a basic
level, how did people hear, breath, see,
and smell these structures? Ventilation,
acoustics, and lighting were all vital
considerations for architects. But also,
how

did

these

buildings

convey

meaning? How did they instruct and
educate? Nineteenth-century buildings
were not just works of art, but
mechanisms of function, utility, and
performance.

Cosmopolitanism, derived from the
ancient Greek for ‘world citizenship’,
offers

a

radical

nationalism,
imagine

asking

themselves

alternative

to

individuals

to

as

part

of

a

community that goes beyond national
and linguistic boundaries. Recent years
have seen an explosion of interest in
cosmopolitanism in the humanities and
social

sciences,

philosophy,

especially

sociology

and

within
politics.

Cosmopolitanism, however, has also
exercised

a

shaping

influence

on

We are excited to announce that Graeme

modern literary culture. It is well known

Gooday, Patrick Joyce, and William

that during the Enlightenment it found

Whyte are all confirmed as guest

an embodiment in the Republic of

speakers.

Letters. Its evolution thereafter included

Submissions from all disciplines are
welcome. Papers should be no more
than 20 minutes in length. Please send
59

uneasy alliances with the idea of Empire
in the nineteenth century, and with the
experiments of the international avant

gardes and modernist circles, and the

reading,

phenomenon of globalisation in the

texts; these processes have, in turn, led

twentieth. Through these, and more,

to new understandings of individual and

cultural formations cosmopolitanism

national identity, new forms of ethics

has given rise to new ways of writing,

and new configurations of aesthetic and

political engagement. From Kant to

fields

Derrida, cosmopolitanism has in the

modern

languages,

course of history been seen as fostering

literature)

and

peace

periods.

and

communication

borders.

Far

from

across
being

uncontroversial, though, it has also been
attacked by those who have denounced
its universalism as impossible and its
social ethos as elitist.

translating

of

literary

and

circulating

studies

(English,

comparative

different

historical

Proposals are sought from all areas of
literary studies, and cross-disciplinary
and

comparative

approaches

are

particularly welcome. Possible angles on
literary cosmopolitanism might include:

This conference intends to explore

translation; the media, transport and

different literary manifestations of the

communication technologies; networks;

cosmopolitan ideal, broadly conceived,

migration and rootedness; nationalisms;

and its influence on modern literary

provincialism; political and social spaces

culture. It seeks to tease out elements of

(city,

continuity and rupture in a long history

institutions;

of literary cosmopolitanism that goes

sexual identity.

from the decline of the Republic of
Letters to the era of globalisation. In

nation,

empire);
emotions,

places

and

gender

and

Keynote address by Emily Apter (NYU).

order to do so, it aims to foster a

Organised

dialogue between experts in different

(Oxford).

Deadline for abstracts: 15 November

This conference is part of the AHRC-

2015. Please send a title and 300-word

funded research project The Love of

abstract

Strangers: Literary Cosmopolitanism in

to

the

conference

by

Stefano

Evangelista

administrator,

the English Fin de Siècle, led by Stefano

clement.dessy@gmail.com.

Evangelista.
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The (After) Lives of Things:
Deconstructing and reconstructing
material culture
Association of Art Historians 2016
Annual Conference and Bookfair
University of Edinburgh -9 April
2016

as collecting, repurposing and remaking

Convenors: Sarah Laurenson, University

practices performed not only physical

of Edinburgh, sarah.laurenson@ed.ac.uk

but

Freya Gowrley, University of Edinburgh,

objects which, due to their revised

f.l.gowrley@gmail.com

contexts, reciprocally enacted changes

Material things have been used to
fashion

identities

and

form

social

relationships throughout history. This
panel seeks to shed light on the
intersecting histories of materiality and
process

in

the

production

and

consumption of material culture. It
invites

papers

that

examine

how

physical and intellectual practices such

61

conveyed
messages

materially
about

the

embedded
subjective

experience of their owner-makers, as
well as the period in which they were
undertaken
semantic

more

broadly.

changes

upon

Such
these

upon their possessors. Examining how
these processes allowed individuals to
construct identities, spaces, and social
bonds, this panel will address issues
central to the ‘material turn’ that has
characterised recent scholarship within
the humanities and, in particular, that of
art

history.

Papers

concerning

all

geographical areas and time periods –

from the beginning of human history to

shell/feather/paper-work,

the present day – are welcome.

collageing

Potential topics could include, but are

•

familial,

and

emotional objects

not limited to:
•

modes

of

acquisition:

•

object biographies

collection,

•

construction, deconstruction,

inheritance, and gift exchange

and reconstruction

•

the

found

relationship

•

adaptation and alteration

mass

•

quotation

personal identity

and

pastiche,

bricollage & photomontage
•

movement:

mobility,

translation, and geographical
transformation
•

quilting,

production

objects,
between
and

Email paper proposals to the session
convenor(s) by 9 November 2015. See
more

at:

conference

composite forms of artistic
production:
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affective,

www.aah.org.uk/annual-

Haunted

Europe:

Connections

in

Continental

English-Language

Gothic Writing, Film and New Media
Leiden University, 9-10 June 2016

British and Irish but also Australian and
American

national,

cultural

and

individual identities, for instance.
The ongoing debate in British politics

On 9-10 June 2016 the conference

and society concerning the possibility of

Haunted Europe will take place at

an EU referendum in 2017 seems to

Leiden

warrant

University.

The

Leiden

a

scholarly

University Centre for the Arts in Society

concerning

(LUCAS) invites proposals for papers

representation of continental European

that address continental connections in

culture in Gothic fiction. Such political

English-Language Gothic Writing, Film

realities underscore the topicality and

and New Media.

relevance of the conference theme, and

The conference will be organised by
Michael

Newton

and

Evert

van

Leeuwen.The aim of the conference is to
explore the representation and function
of

continental

peoples

European

and

nations

cultures,

in

English-

Language Gothic culture from the 1790s
to the present. While the first wave of
British

and

Irish

Gothic

fictions

developed and solidified the idea of

the

investigation

reputation

and

suggest that now is the right time to
explore how, why and to what extent
Gothic representations of continental
Europe have played a part in the long,
complex an often difficult (love/hate)
relationship between Britain, Ireland
and the European mainland, as well as
the

still

often

noted

‘special

relationship’ between Britain and the
USA.

continental Europe as a fitting setting

Paper topics can include, but are not

for Gothic Romance, little sustained

limited to:

research has been done so far on the
ways

in

which

the

function

and

representation of the continent in

• Continental Europe as a socio-political
‘other’

English-language Gothic culture has

• Continental magic v. Anglo-American

developed

Enlightenment

and

changed

since

the

seminal first-wave fictions, and to what
extent these developments and changes
have had an impact on the formation of
63

• Continental rationalism v. British
and/or American Sensibility

•

The

revolutionary

continent

in

Notification

of

participation:

December

English-Language Gothic texts

21
2015.

• The bohemian continent and the
British artist
•

Haunting

Virginia Woolf and Heritage: The
the

continent:

Gothic

Tourism

26th Annual Conference on Virginia
Woolf
Leeds Trinity University, 16-19 June

• Continental landscapes and the Gothic
labyrinth

2016
Virginia Woolf was deeply interested in

• Language barriers in Gothic story-

the past – whether literary, intellectual,

telling

cultural, political or social – and her

• Visualisations of and interactions with
the Continent in British and American
‘New-Media’ texts

writings interrogate it repeatedly. She
was also a great tourist and explorer of
heritage sites in England and abroad. As
the

Keynote speakers:

first

Annual

Virginia

Woolf

Conference to be hosted in England for

Professor Robert Miles (University of

10 years, and located in Yorkshire, an
area rich in cultural links for Woolf (not

Victoria)

least the Brontë Parsonage at Haworth,
Professor Roger Luckhurst (Birkbeck –

the subject of her first published

University of London)

article), this conference will explore

Professor Tanya Krzywinska (Falmouth

how Woolf engaged with heritage, how

University)

she understood and represented it, and
how she has been represented by the

Lesley Megahey (director of the BBC

heritage industry.

film Schalken, the Painter)
Papers are invited on topics including
Please

send

a

200-word

abstract,

(but not limited to):

including a working title and brief CV to
m.newton@hum.leidenuniv.nl



Woolf’s

representations

and

constructions of the past and her
Deadline for submission of abstracts: 1
November 2015.
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responses to her own heritage,
such as:



intellectual traditions and the



film, television, radio, poetry and

history of ideas

fiction,



feminist readings of history

multimedia and performance



queer and lesbian histories



the literary past

generations in a wide range of



family histories

cultural



her responses to the Victorian

include

and/or Edwardian eras

translation



Englishness and national identity

history, comparative literature,



Woolf’s

editorial scholarship, pedagogy

experiences

of



the

galleries, authors’ houses, artists’

Woolf’s

legacy
settings.

dance,
to
This

approaches
studies,

future
may
from
reception

and literary theory.

heritage industry, for example:
her use of libraries, museums, art

theatre,

For individual papers, send a 250-word
proposal. For panels of three or four

houses, stately homes, gardens,

people, please send a proposed panel

London’s

title and a 250-word proposal for each

tourist

heritage

sites

in

sites,

and

Britain

and

paper.

abroad.


Ways in which Woolf has been

Please e-mail the proposal in a Word

represented

document

and/or

appropriated by the heritage
industry and the creative and
cultural industries, for example
in:


virtual and physical exhibitions
and digital archives



libraries, archives and collections



plaques, memorials, and statues



National Trust properties and
other sites, including Monk’s
House, Knole, and Talland House
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to

woolf2016@leedstrinity.ac.uk by 25th

January 2016. Proposals should be

The legal aspect of judgment is an

anonymous, but please provide names,

obvious theme and can be explored

affiliations and contact details for

from both legal history and literary

speaker(s) in the e-mail message.

perspectives, as well as through visual

‘A Time of Judgement’: The Operation
and Representation of Judgement in
Nineteenth-Century

Cultures

Plymouth University, UK, 23-24 June
2016
This

culture. The conference is also, however,
interested in how non-legal acts of
judgement were depicted, for example
in Pre-Raphaelite and other artistic
representations of the ‘judgement of
Paris’, or Christian works such as

international,

interdisciplinary

conference seeks to examine the role of
‘judgement’ in the nineteenth century, in

Thomas Martin’s ‘Last Judgement’.
Keynote speakers are:

both the Anglophone and European

Professor David Amigoni, School of

cultures. As a theme, related to but

Humanities, Keele University on the

distinct

justice,

dispute between Samuel Butler and

judgement has not attracted much

Charles Darwin and its attendant call for

attention from humanities scholars in

‘judgements’ in the scientific world.

from

notions

of

contrast to the interest expressed in
philosophy and psychology.

Professor Leslie J. Moran, School of Law,
Birkbeck College, on audiences and

The nineteenth century saw judgement

users

operating

portraiture in the era of the carte de

and

developing

in

a

multiplicity of ways: with national and
international

architectural

and

art

competitions, and awards for design at
universal

exhibitions,

and

the

proliferation of a literary market that
saw

judgement

discrimination
exercised

in

(understood
and

popular

as

evaluation)
and

learned

reviews. Scientific controversies also
involved judgements.
66

of

judicial

photographic

visite.
The

conference

seeks

abstracts

(deadline 30 November 2015) on the
following themes:
Possible themes include:


Representation of judges and the
judicial process.



Representations of judgements.



Critical judgement – judgement

Forgotten Geographies in the Fin de

in aesthetics, passing judgement

Siècle,

on literary and artistic works, or

Birkbeck

in science.

London, 8-9 July 2016



Private vs. public judgement.



Divine vs human judgement in
the legal sphere and as a subject
in theology.

College,

University

of

Deadline: 20 December 2015
Confirmed Keynote Speakers:
Professor Regenia Gagnier (Exeter)



The judgement ‘of history’.



Judgements



1880-1920

internationalised:

Dr Stefano Evangelista (Trinity, Oxford)

universal exhibitions and world

Dr Olga Kirillova (National Pedagogical

fairs

Dragomanov University, Kyiv)

The gendering of judgement –
masculine

and

feminine

judgement.
Please send a 300 word abstract, with a
brief biography, to one of the conference
co-ordinators:
annika.bautz@plymouth.ac.uk
james.r.gregory@plymouth.ac.uk
daniel.grey@plymouth.ac.uk

The glamour and mystery of the
place, with its sinister atmosphere
of forgotten nations, appealed to
the imagination of my friend.
ARTHUR

CONAN

DOYLE,

THE

ADVENTURE OF THE DEVIL’S FOOT
Recent years have seen an upsurge of
interest in fin-de-siècle cultural studies
and, in particular, in the growth of
cosmopolitanism and internationalism

kim.stevenson@plymouth.ac.uk

in Europe during the 1880s and 1890s.

plymouthuniversitynineteenthcenturyst

This critical reception has tended to

udies.wordpress.com/call-for-papers-

read British fin-de-siècle culture as a

the-operation-and-representation-of-

reflection of and reaction to specific

judgement-in-19th-century-cultures/

European countries, mainly France. The
wealth and variety of imperial and
industrial

Britain’s

cross-cultural

exchanges, however, has not been
generally considered as a whole. British
67

artists and writers of the 1880s and

networking, e.g. The Studio, The Yellow

1890s were avid travellers and readers

Book, The Savoy, were set as examples

who came in contact with a vast range of

for the emerging culture of periodicals

European cultures – Belgian, Bohemian,

in Eastern Europe. The late Pre-

Greek, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish… As

Raphaelite movement, especially works

a way of escaping industrialisation and

and ideas of Burne-Jones and Watts, was

cultural

also a powerful yet underappreciated

homogenisation,

or

as

a

consequence of imperial politics, many

influence

artists and writers also interacted with

Symbolism in Polish visual culture.

further

cultures,

Egyptian,

such

Indian,

as

Chinese,

Moroccan,

and

Turkish, to name but a few. British
authors of the fin de siècle were
undeniably
writing,

but

influenced
also

by

by

French

Scandinavian

naturalists like Ibsen and Hamsun, and
by the newly translated fiction of
Turgenev and Tolstoy.

As

on

recent

the

research

development

questions

of

the

cultural segregation between East and
West,

challenging

post-colonial

assumptions about imperial hierarchy,
and

instead

emphasising

global

networks of reciprocity, it is the
intention of this conference to further
expand this debate. By bringing together
established and emerging scholars, we

Likewise, the impact and response to

aim to reconsider the intellectual and

British

the

national foundations of the British fin de

international cultural community has

siècle, assessing the role of other

yet to be explored. Anglomania was a

‘forgotten’ cultures in the articulation of

distinct tendency among aesthetes in

British cultural movements of the time.

turn-of-the-century

Russia,

At the same time, we intend to unlock

Austria, Ukraine, and Poland, to name

and reframe the perception of British

but a few. The promotion of British

authors abroad by explicating the

aestheticism was often seen by the

reinvention of meaning of their work in

locals as a step to modernisation and

different cultural, social, and political

advancement of national artistic and

environments.

art

and

literature

Hungary,

in

literary tradition. English magazines,
which facilitated revolutionary changes
in publishing, design, and international
68

We invite proposals for 20 minute
papers on topics related to forgotten

geographies in the fin de siècle, which
may include, but are not limited to:
•

Dialectic

between

•
the

cosmopolitan and the local/national
•

Non-traditional

European

Non-European

Portrayals

collaborative

of

difference

in

Cosmopolitan

practices

(travelling, translation, hospitality)
•

Modern cities as centres of

transnational cultural exchange
•

Literary and artistic networks of

the turn of the century
•
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Fin-de-siècle

forgottengeographies@gmail.com by 20

Organisers:

Leire

Barrera-Medrano

(Birkbeck, University of London), Sasha

cosmopolitan literature and art
•

of aestheticism

December 2015.

links of British cultural producers
•

Mass culture and popularization

Please email 300-word abstracts to

identities
•

imperialism, aesthetic Orientalism

cultural

Dovzhyk

(Birkbeck,

University

of

London)
More

information

www.forgottengeographies.wordpress.c
om

